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publisher’s
publisher’s Note
Dr. RAJDEEPAK MISHRA is one of the most distinguished
Fortune-tellers of this age.

At

mere 35 years, he has studied over 5

lack Signatures and given incredible predictions. He has devoted almost
two decades of his life to the research for his prodigal success.

Dr. MISHRA, a marvel in his field, has earned reputation as
a fortune teller by starting very young in life. With petty props like pen,
ink and signatures etc. he has made startling predictions and left people
spellbound with his accuracy.

Dr. MISHRA is coveted with post graduate degree in four
subjects and innumerable other prestigious titles under his belt. In year
2001, he created another world record by writing the ‘holy chant’ of
‘SITARAM’’, more than One Crore times.

A God fearing, highly genius

with relentless intriguing mind, right from the childhood, he is persistent
to the core. During his college life he is known to have associated with
the student politics on the campus as well as sports, excelling in both
the fields with equal ease. His die hard and passionate research has
brought this mysterious knowledge of fortune-telling for the first time in
India in such a lucid manner that even a layman with no knowledge of
this science can use this book to his benefit. This kind of information
was never ever available anywhere in India before.

This unique personality, a wonder in his own right, was born in
GONDA District of Uttar Pradesh.

He was bought up and educated in

FAIZABAD and presently, resides in Mumbai. He is the second child of
Mr. OM PRAKASH MISHRA, a lecturer from FAIZABAD.
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Very soon Dr. MISHRA’ s impending research will enlighten the
readers with books on subjects like How to know your future from
footwear, its color, wearing out of its sole or your eating habits, face,
hair, attire etc. The list is endless. These books too, will be in a simple
language so that every individual can do a self study for himself or for
his friends without any pre-basic astrological knowledge.

Dr. MISHRA is scattering his treasure-trove of knowledge which
is commendable and every Indian would feel proud of his heritage.
This is an interesting and enjoyable book in different colors which will
enthrall the readers and help them to bring about a transformation in
their life or work.

Dear readers! This book is presented to you with great pleasure
and we expect your valuable feed back to enable the author to improve
it further.

RAJEEV AGARWAL
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COMPLIMENTS
Dr. Rajdeepak Mishra is well known person in his field.
Treating him as an amazing personality of this era will not be an
exaggeration. He was the best sportsman and a student leader during
his college life. An excellent orator with a deep knowledge in fortunetelling, he is known, not only in India but also in many countries across
the globe, for his special skills. His book, “Signatures Speak“, is the
symbol of his thorough knowledge and hard work. This book written in
very lucid manner will be appreciated by readers and especially by the
younger generation. For the first time, you will come to know that petty
things, habits, likes and dislikes, and many other aspects of daily life
can reveal a lot about your future.

I am sure this unique book will

become your friend, philosopher and guide. To sum up! this book is
more than ‘A PRECIOUS GIFT’.

With best wishes
ASHOK DATTA
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My Word
First of all, I would like to share with all my esteemed readers the
moment of inspiration which led to the creation of this work.

I was inclined to fortune telling, right from my childhood.
Whenever I met a fortune teller and saw his predictions coming true, it
triggered a passion in me to enter this amazing world.

I was just 15 when the turning point probably came. It was
around 12 noon when a postman delivered a few letters to my father.
Every letter was addressed to my father. To my fascination I observed
that the handwriting on every letter appeared different.

This difference

deeply intrigued me and from thereon began a journey into the
mysterious world of letters and signatures to fathom the intricacies
which lay beneath it.

My research began. I wanted to study the signatures and
handwriting with a view to peep into psyche of the person who wrote it,
his attitudes, his beliefs, his likes and dislikes all with a view to gaze at
his future with an intention to benefit one and all, to become a friend, a
philosopher , a guide to every human soul.
research seems endless.

From there till now, the

Thus whatever I have probed in the two and

a half decades of my research is offered to you in this book.

My family has contributed immensely in my success.

My

elder brother Shri Desh Deepak Mishra, my sister Upma, Anupama
Mishra, grandfather Shri. Hari Prasad Panday and uncle Shri Ram
Prakash Mishra have stood with me through thick and thin.
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Before I commence, I offer my heart-felt reverences to my
elder brother SHRI ASHOK DATTA and elder sister SHRIMATI MEENA
DATTA. As our scriptures teach us that victory over Lanka was possible
only because of lord Hanumana’s devotion to Lord Rama, my success is
because they stood as strong supporting pillars in every moment of
creation of this magnum opus.

I would like to thank all my friends who have supported me
directly or indirectly towards the creation of this book. I would also like
to mention SHRI KAMLESH MISHRA of Varanasi, whose valuable inputs
helped me in carrying out this research.

And most of all, ‘Mr. RAJEEV AGARWAL’ of ‘BHAGWATI
POCKET BOOKS‘, who finally sculpted my dreams into reality and here
it is before you.

And last but not the least, this work in its present form has
been possible due to the inspiring efforts of my better half, SHRIMATI
MUSKAN MISHRA and my dear daughters, my bundles of joy, RIMJHIM
and PIA(ANGEL), who stood by me with whole hearted support to
enable me to accomplish this stupendous task.

I request you my dear reader to please provide me a feed back

on the contents of this book so that I can maintain my research up to
your standards! You can do this by either contacting me or writing to
me. I will be highly obliged by this gesture.
Yours

RAJDEEPAK MISHRA
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CHAPTER-1
COLOURS OF INK TELL YOUR DESTINY

Have you ever given a thought to the color of ink you use
and that it can reveal an important aspect of your life which you may
not be aware of!

Every individual is unique and has his own likes and dislikes
which make him select a color of ink most suitable to him. At this point
one wonders what is the factor responsible for this color choice which
makes a person use a particular color? Therefore, dear readers! hold
your breaths as we unwind the maze of this fascinating world through
this masterpiece. Enter the dragon, not a movie but the world of colors
which informs you how the color of ink throws light on your personality,
your future, your career, the right direction for your life, the business
which can give you the optimum success. To understand this find out
which of the following five categories you belong to.
So now your
favorite color of ink unfolds those hidden secrets of your life: There are
five categories. (1) Users of red ink. (2) Users of green ink. (3) Users
of black ink. (4) Users of blue ink. (5) Others, who don’t use any
particular colored ink.

1) Users of Red Ink.

‘Color Red is holy for some & dangerous to others’. It is indeed a color
of passion, color of romance, red roses, red wine, red hearts ……….. So
you must have guessed by now: Yes, red color users are essentially
romantic:
As the color itself is bright, so are such people, they want to be bright
and always long for fame in the society. They are the ones who want
their presence felt everywhere. They get their work done by their
powers which is a characteristic of its kind. They enter occupations
which are unique and do not follow any familial lineage. True to their
color they give their family name a brighter shine. They are religious,
artistic and ‘love to rule’ types.
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Life is not always a bed of roses! They do undergo ups and
downs in their career.
It would be in the form of, either losing the
jobs, or unnecessary disputes or allegations or some kind of legal
disputes (litigations). But they do not lag behind and march on to make
a place under the sun. They have Greek God personality which could
lead to fatal attractions.
Ancestral property is not what their eyes are
upon. If they generously lend their money, they are sure it would never
come back or if they vouch for someone they are trapped. But these
people are straight toward and find happiness in a family set up. They
enjoy luxurious houses and lavish cars. They are born leaders. They
face some hurdles in education and child bearing. Fortunes do smile but
smile late for them. In the old age there is good support from children.
They lead better lives than their families and kith & kin.

As quality of romance is attached to them so are these people
lovers of good food and of course love to sport good clothes. They are
extremely polished in their behavior with discreet use of etiquette and
social norms. But they are warned against impulsive decision making.
There are possibilities of ailments of the bones, stomach operation and
problems due to rash driving, accidents etc. They are even prone to
heart disease. On the family front,
love life with wife is often
turbulent. There could be difference of opinions, an illness or an affair
which could lead to divorce.(of course there could also be exceptions).
Legal disputes/partnerships are not always fruitful. There is some luck
associated with traveling abroad or even in your own country. Fortunes
rise at age 26 to 28 and bring along winds of change in life. These
people are rebellious and stubborn but there is there is no looking back
at the onset of age 33. They suddenly dig gold in life. Of course they
live a better life as compared to their parents. Thorough family men,
they earn stupendously and spend even at a faster rate. Normally 3656 is seen as the golden period of life. At 42 some health problems
occur. Yes, these people are warned against wine, women and rash
driving and last but not the least, borrowing money.
At age 50-60
some health problems resurface.

Childhood is full of struggle, adulthood is better and old age is
comfortable and peaceful. They leave this mortal world after fulfilling all
their responsibilities of life. They succeed away from their birth place in
careers related to Consultancy, Import/Export, Arms & Ammunition or
politics.
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2) The Green ink users:
Green is not necessarily the color of jealousy. So if you are the user of
green ink consider yourself immensely lucky. They are very fortunate
and success comes to them easily and naturally. They may have to face
loss of reputation at age 22 to 24. They usually harm themselves with
their stubbornness and impractical principals and hardly listen to
anybody and have a tall ego. They see some good changes 3 to 4 times
in their lives and slowly but steadily reach the pinnacles of success.
They face tensions from the spouse’s side. But if they are expecting a
pot of gold from their parent’s ‘will’, it is next to impossible or they have
to strive very hard for it. There is no support from siblings and at least
one of the siblings remains a constant source of anxiety for them. There
are plenty of hurdles to jump over. But when it comes to work they are
honest to the core and work bound. Initially they work for others and
then start their own business. They are better placed in life than their
siblings. They enjoy luxurious houses and lavish cars and many other
riches in life. There are chances getting a sudden gift in the form of a
prime piece of land or a chance of purchase of a prime property at dirt
cheap price. Education is good and there is success in Administrative,
Technical and Social Welfare fields. They amass abundant wealth and
can easily impress people with their ‘gift of gab’. They are religious with
interests in the occult and also know a bit of TANTRA & MANTRA.
People trust them. They escape unscathed from the wrath of society
even if they do some wrong. Children would give them some worries.
They begin to earn at a younger age and see a lot of changes by the
time they reach age 25 to 34 and that is when the major transformation
takes place in life which finally leads to unprecedented success. They
are particularly inclined towards culture and literature. Helping others is
more important to them than anything else, even at the cost of
personal loss. They don’t like artificial behavior. Though the family is
blessed with children but there is no happiness from them. 35-42 is the
period when they go through many ups & downs in life. Age 43-52 is
the best period in life. There is no particular interest in fashionable
dressing but wining and dining is definitely their forte. Heart disease,
bones, stomach ailments, skin are expected. Marriage brings in good
changes in life. 52-55 is again faced with ups and downs. Partnership
ventures are not for them. Overseas business or travel related to
overseas is not beneficial.
Education, Banking and Administrative
sectors are good fields for a successful career. Normal gains from
father. There is good money in work related to Government.
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Childhood and Adulthood passes is comfortable but Old age is
accompanied by diseases. End is sudden. They will be better off if they
stay close to their birthplace. However, life-span is over 70 and they
are bereaved by the death of their spouse. Business concerning Real
Estate also is beneficial. They are advised to wear Emerald and Ruby
for good luck.
3) Users of Black ink :
Black is the color which absorbs every color, which nullifies the effects
of evil eyes and forms a protective talisman. So users of black ink like
to show off.
They are Pessimists suffering because of their own
stubbornness and impractical approach, though there may be
exceptions. Success comes to them normally at age 28 years. They
have investigative brains and do not easily trust others.
Loners,
Writers, Scientists and Researchers often fall in this category. They do
not have many friends. Success is only after some failure. Their work
is often looked at with a suspicion. They succeed in technical ventures
and secret missions. They prefer to stay away from family, friends and
relatives to be able to work in solitude. They do not expect help or
cooperation from others. They suffer from a complex and are often
found to take a long time in making a decision. Success comes
suddenly in life. They enjoy good wealth and palatial houses with all the
luxuries. They face one or two hurdles in education and child bearing.
Though their children bring them a good name yet they are not on good
terms with them. They sometimes suffer financial losses due to their
masked behavior.
Despite being in highly responsible position in
society, they are generally looked upon with suspicion.
However
honestly they work, people always have wrong impressions about them.
They are fond of good food and fashionable clothes. They may face
accidents, imprisonment, fear of drowning, surgical operations, Stomach
and Eye ailments. During middle age they become lethargic and hence
are deprived of success. Spouse dies much before them. They prefer
solitude and never disclose their plans and are miser. Marriage brings in
a good change in life. Spouse also earns and adds to their fortunes.
Legal matters, partnerships, speculation, commission agency, brokering
and technical work are beneficial to them. The age from 18 to 27 is
good for education, friendship and work. Life becomes table before 33.
There are chances of foreign travel at the cost of others. They are not
very religious and believe more in ‘karma’ than fate. Despite devoting
more time to wrongdoings, they suddenly achieve some success at age
34 to 37. For them, the period between 42 to 56 years of age is the
golden period of life. There are chances of being penalised by the
Government for some misdeeds.
Sudden financial gains through
rewards or elevation in status are possible. Life is difficult and often
laden with some kind of risk & danger.
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Life for them is an adjustment and they are generally unhappy. They
are solitary creatures who prefer to remain away from family &
relatives. Suspicion and nagging relationships remain a source of
tension during age 57 to 67 but old age is comfortable. Stagnating at a
place is not good for them. If they are in business, they should look for
some new overseas business, research and industrial ventures.
Partnerships will be very good for them. Disappointments and failures
are common in their lives. Happy moments in life are far and few.
Success comes to them after real hard work. SHANI YANTRA or
BLUEYANTRA SAPHIRE or CORAL OR MANGAL will be beneficial.

4) Users of Blue ink:
Blue is the color of the ‘AZUR’, a color in the rainbow and also the color
of harmony, so those who use blue ink are people who are social in their
outlook. They are patriotic souls always sincere to their duty to their
nation.
These duty bound citizen are law abiding, honest and
conscientious towards their work which benefits them too. ‘BHAGYA’ and
‘KARMA’ play equal roles here. They do great service to the society.
Their capabilities give them an important place and a great status in
society. They are superstitious, home & family lovers, always ready to
help others. Between 24-28 years of age, they are on their own. They
love their family which is reciprocated. They buy luxurious houses and
lavish cars with most of the riches at an early age. They move ahead
with the help of others and are utterly optimistic. They don’t have long
hours of waiting for the fruits of success. They are simpletons and often
not very ambitious which is the reason for their moderate success.
They don’t like to show off. They are friendly & extroverts. If they take
up journalism, Education, Real Estate dealings, there is good amount of
success. After 32 there is a good change in life. Up to 40 there is full
success. There might be a hurdle in education or childbearing. They are
satisfied with their work. The family remains together till the end unless
there is some specific reason for a disturbed life with wife. They are not
very fashion conscious and have normal eating habits. A surgery and/or
Blood, Eyes, Throat, bones and liver problem are expected. 5-7 year
after marriage there is a good change. Court cases, legal disputes and
loans are not part of their life. Success in partnership deals comes to
them only after some initial difficulties. Even the benefits from Ancestral
property do not come without litigation.
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They succeed in life with the help of others. Carrying on a legacy or
working under the directions of others will be more beneficial. At 5052, there are some health problems. Life at 55-65 is very good. A
foreign travel from business point of view will prove to be fruitful. Gains
from father and the government will be normal. They live a life at par
with their parents. They have satisfactory sources of income and look
after their family. A sea voyage will be extremely lucky. Fortunes rise
with age and they are satisfied with their work.

Life during childhood is o.k., during youth they work hard and
stand on their feet, while during old age life is comfortable. End comes
due to some disease. Love thy neighbor is their motto in life. They
follow social norms. Life span is expected to be over 80 but untimely
accidents cannot be ruled out. Money comes in various ways. They are
extremely cautious in their spending. So as they are parsimonious,
their life partners could be just the opposite, which maintains the
balance.
SURYA YANTRA and/or Ruby is good, diamond and/or
‘SHUKRA YANTRA’ can also benefit them.

USERS OF ANY OTHER COLOUR OF INK.
Those who use whatever color of ink that comes their way are
happy go lucky. They are over-ambitious ‘jacks of all trades’ who love
great dream projects. They are dilettante. They are like a rolling stone
that gathers no moss. They flit from one work to another. They preach
one thing and practice another. They hardly fulfill their promises. It is
very difficult to extract work from such people. They know how to
mesmerize people with their talks and get their work done. Despite of
not having any major funds with them, they make a big show of it there
by making a place for themselves. They reveal their plans before hand
which leads to hurdles in their way. Such people are influenced by
opinions of others which is why they stray from their basic aim. They
work on what the others say. Therefore they are labeled as fickle
minded unreliable. They have to put in lots of efforts for any work.
They are successful only after a lot of struggle. They benefit more when
working in a team, independent decision making is not their forte. They
make money early in life and love to enjoy at others’ expenses. They
love flattery. Life at 27-33, brings about a change in life.
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Profits from work involving leadership/contracts/commission and
brokerage etc. are indicated.
They can expect to earn from art, literature, Real Estate,
astrology, magic or any other art. They are less attached to father’s
wealth and are very independent in thinking and prefer to lead secluded
solitary lives. They have normal relationship with their family and kith
& kin and lead normal lives. They face difficulties in education. Children
are good. Their love for food and attire is of compromising sort. They
may face problems due to Rash driving, drowning, stomach and heart
ailments, respiratory diseases etc. They may have extra-marital affair
which mess up their lives. They enjoy conjugal bliss even while away
from the spouse. Such people are often figured as controversial. Court
cases, disputes and joint ventures bring them gains. After 42 years
they earn wealth and fame in the society. Opportunities of overseas
travel are indicated. Though there are gains from the government, the
life at age 52 to 56 involves legal, familial and governmental wrath.
They hoard ‘un-accounted’ wealth which they are not able to enjoy due
to cheating by people. They have a better old age compared to youth.
Such people should be cautious while dealing with those having contrary
opinions. It is better not to follow them blindly. Life expectancy is more
than 65 years. They are advised to wear a pearl or ‘LASUNIA’, it will be
beneficial to them. Life is full of ups and downs.

*****************************
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CHAPTER 2
YOUR PEN TELLS YOUR FUTURE.
You may not believe this but it is true.

Your pen tells you

not only your nature but also your future to help you to decide on your
career choice, your temperament and many other hidden aspects of
your life.

Researches have revealed that frequent use of a particular

type of pen indicates similar future prospects of such people.

This

chapter thus informs you about your personality and future so let us
unfold the hidden qualities of your pen.

There are five types of pens.
1) Pen with Nib.
2) Ball pen without cap
3) Non-use of any special kind of pen.
4) People who collect pens.
5) Those who lose their pens or who change pens frequently.

(1) Pen with Nib.

People who use a pen with a nib are meticulous, social and sincere
towards their work. They achieve success through hard work and march
ahead in life without the support of others. They are disciplinarians and
due to this attitude they often have to suffer losses.

They are advised to stay away from risky ventures and standing
as guarantors for others, it may not prove to be beneficial.
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They are also cautioned against Gambling/Lottery/speculation etc. Very
few persons of this type get sudden success in society. They know how
to make good use of time. They prefer independent business but there
not much success. They don’t gain much from ancestral property. They
tend to remain away from their family.

They don’t get much

cooperation from siblings and lose at least one of them due to a health
problem. They get jobs which ensure perks in the form of free housing
and transport. They face some hurdles in education. They could also
expect parenting difficulties.

Their children are not under their control

and will always be source of anxiety. However, they are all food lovers
and love to wear good clothes. There are physical ailments especially of
the heart, bones, stomach & eyes.
there.

Possibilities of a surgery are also

There could be lack of harmony with the spouse due to

difference of opinion which could lead to separation or even a divorce.
Keep away from court cases, legal disputes and joint ventures.
Travelling on account of others will be profitable. Benefits accrue from
the government. They have a normal faith in God.

They become

independent at 20-25 and being far sighted, they secure their old age
with wise investments.

At age of 32 –35, there are good changes in

life. There are some ups and downs around 36-38 followed by health
and other domestic problems.
Childhood is normal.

But 39-56 is an excellent period.

In youth they have to go ahead on their own

efforts. Old age is normal. There are a few problems from children and
on health grounds but they fulfill their responsibilities in life. Life span
is around 56-80. Life is satisfactory with no major ups and downs and
they are successful in society.
(2) Ball pen without cap.
Any person who uses a push type ball pen without cap, earns
good money in life. Though not firm, they are clever and intelligent who
progress in life with the help of others’ advice and are show off types.
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At times they adopt wrong ways for selfish motives and face loss of
reputation in the society. After one or two changes, they taste success
with some effort. They prefer to work under the supervision and control
of others.

However, in their case, individual efforts prove to be

beneficial. They initially take up jobs for others and subsequently start
their own ventures. But their kindness and routine of helping other gets
them into some troubles which also lead to problems in family life.
Generally, it is seen that they become independent by the time they
reach age 26-30.

They work independently without any expectations

from ancestral wealth and yet are successful. They make a home, a car
on their own.

But incidents of rash driving may lead to accidents or

sudden losses.

They get little benefits from children.

Their children

look after them in their old age.

During age of 30 to 50 years, there is normal success.

At

times they even gain by procrastinating. There are chances of sudden
success in life. Such people do at times, suffer from ailments of liver,
kidney, skin, throat, bones, eyes, etc.

Spouse is cooperative in old

age. At age 51-55 there are some ups and downs. After 56 years of
age, life moves smoothly. There is good change in life after marriage.
However, they are advised to stay away from litigations/legal disputes.
It is beneficial to live near your birthplace.
foreign country.

There is no success in a

You cannot expect much either from father or the

Govt. Such people have very little wealth/money on their name. It will
be better for them to accumulate money in the names of their family
members.
commission.

There are profits from business and work related to
There is huge profit from Real Estate. Life span is

approximately 65 years and above.
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(3) Non-use of any special kind of pen.

Those who do not use any particular type of pen but use anything
that is available at the moment, are highly ambitious intelligent aces in
their own fields. They are hasty and pose as if they are well aware of
their duties, which actually they are not.

They make big plans but lose patience at the last moment and
spoil the show by holding others responsible for their failures.

There is

lot of tension prevalent in their homes. Such people are very stubborn.
They start earning at age 26. They get sudden success in life. They are
highly optimistic. For them, decisions taken by others are beneficial
compared to their own decisions.

They have normal gains from

ancestral wealth and earn enough with their own efforts to have a
luxurious house and lavish cars etc. They are benevolent towards their
siblings though it is not reciprocal. There are some problems in
education and child bearing.

They are fashionable people who like to

wine and dine too. They are popular in the society and have leadership
qualities.

They

face

health

problems

related

to

Cancer,

blood,

respiration, skin and joints, etc. They also undergo some surgery. Life
between 27 and 35 brings in some beneficial changes in life, There are
some ups and downs between 36 to 38 with tension in the family. 4051 brings in lots of stress but riches and reputation remain intact. They
have to face false allegations, litigations and legal disputes in life.
55-58, there is some trouble from the Govt.
from their birth place.

At

Such people stay away

They succeed in litigations and joint ventures

after initial hurdles.
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They have chances to travel abroad. No help whatever is expected from
the father. One makes life on one’s own efforts. There are chances of
sudden monetary profits and at the same time losses but income is not
affected. While young, they survive lot of ups and downs. Old age is
comfortable with life span of about 70 years.

(4) Those who like to collect pens.
Such people are often seen to be avid pen lovers. They boast
of a variety of brands of different types of pens in their collection and
proudly show off too.
pens.

They may or may not use but they do collect

Such people are clever, romantic souls, constantly fishing for

compliments.

They maintain an air of secrecy about their work and

hardly respect the advice of others.

They have special attraction

towards members of the opposite sex and often end up with losses
while helping them or trying to mingle with them. Though they are
misers and hardly spend on others yet they behave in a contrary
manner for their own motives.

They are not very social and remain

within their own circle and get along with a select few only. They are
not able to exploit the numerous opportunities in life and hence do not
get what they deserve. They are fashion conscious and love good food
and good clothes. They do not get along well their father still they get
full co-operation and money from their parents.

They know how to

make good use of others for their own means.

They are somewhat

lethargic and like to do what and when they want.
afford cars and own house without much hassles.
stable between 22-28 years.
others.

They are able to
Their life becomes

They do not disclose their income to

They face some hurdles or delays in education and child

bearing. They have more affection for daughters, and sons will be more
affectionate towards mothers.
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They are likely to face danger from rash driving and health problems
related to skin, stomach & bones. There is also danger from drowning,
secret enemies and members of the opposite sex. Their extra marital
affairs lead to clashes and tensions in the family.

There is remarkable

change in life after marriage.
Such people are seen happy in family life only after 36
years of age.

There is success in litigations and joint ventures in old

age. Travelling for work could be beneficial, chances of overseas travel
are also there. Business relating to I.T., fashion, beauty, law and
consultancy, literature and journalism gives them good gains.

Such

people

They

cannot

grow

beyond

accumulate good money.

their

parents’

status

in

life.

Period between 50-54 years in life is very

busy and stressful. Period between 55-65 years is good. In contrast to
youth which is joyful, old age has some worries in store for them.
Good success in life after 36 years. Life span is about 70 years.

(5) Pens often missing or frequent change of Pens
There are some people who cannot preserve a pen for a longer
period of time, they very frequently, either misplace, lose or forget to
take back their pens, however expensive they may.

They sometimes

throw away their pens after using them just for an autograph.

Such

people are extra ordinarily brilliant and bring a good name to their
family.

They

are

highly

ambitious

&

multifaceted

personalities,

sentimental yet happy go lucky in life. They work with utmost devotion
to fulfill their ambitions and make everyone feel proud of them. Their
work is not recognized by their family and society initially but later on
they are commended for the same.

Noted philosophers, outstanding

sportsmen, impressive orators and leaders of the society whom people
idolize, fall under this category.

At times they suffer heavy losses due

to their stubbornness.
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They are well placed financially and are able to earn fame and afford
lavish cars and luxurious dwellings before 36 years of age.

Fame and

fortunes continue to bless them till age of 36. They make progress in
life with their own efforts without any help.

They are generally very

helpful and often give charities too. Success comes after many ups &
downs. Life at 18 to 26 years of age brings some ups and downs. They
like to live life in their own style and carve a niche for themselves. They
take up careers which are quite contrary to their education and early life
ambitions. They go away from their birth place and succeed in distant
lands in business related to literature or consultancy and earn enormous
wealth on their own efforts.

They neither seek any help/money from

parents nor follow their profession. Life at age 37 to 42 is a period of
newly attained success which could be affected by one hurdle. Period
up to 56 years is quite good and life is better than that of their siblings.
They enjoy luxurious life in lavish houses, use expensive cars on their
own. There are some problems in area of education and children but
they quickly overcome them and complete their higher education as per
plans. They are looked after by their children in the old age. They are
fond of wining and dining, fashion, ornaments, perfumes and other
luxuries. They move with the cream of society and are very influential.
They should gambling and rash driving. There may be health problems
relating to stomach and stress.

They may have to undergo an

operation/surgery at some stage in life. Money loaned to others is not
recoverable easily. There are tensions due to pre-marital affairs. They
could be cheated in work related to Fashion and Art.
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They earn commission from tours and jobs related to sea voyages. Wife
is lucky and adds to their fortunes by helping them grow in wealth.
Marriage brings in a good change in life. They are warned against court
cases, false disputes and lending money.
foreign tours are there.

Possibilities of frequent

They derive benefits from the government.

They are not very religious. They enjoy a good rapport with father and
succeed at places away from birth place. They have to be careful in life
as they may have to face false allegations and loss of fame. They have
to suffer while helping others. They are contented in life as spouse is
good and looks well after the family.

In childhood, some ups & downs followed by a happy youth
due to individual efforts. Old age is peaceful. They are well read in their
fields and fulfill their duties and responsibilities in life.

Life span is

about 65 years.

**********************
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CHAPTER – 3
PREDICTION THROUGH HAND WRITING

You will be amazed to know that your handwriting is a mirror
image of not only your personality but also of your past, present and
future. Humans translate their emotions, sentiments and feelings into
written words on paper. Different people write in different ways, a word
which is typical of their individual personalities. This specific difference
or typical style gives away the whole story of their lives. These styles
have been classified into twenty major groups in this book to cover
majority of handwriting samples of the common man for interpretation.

1. Those persons who exert heavy pressure while writing.
2. Those persons who don’t exert much pressure while writing.
3. Those persons who write large-sized letters.
4. Those persons who write tiny and curved letters and place them
Close to each other, written all over the page leaving no spaces or
Margins.
5. Those persons whose writing shows pulling strokes and un-finished
Words and letters.
6. Those persons who write simple and clear letters.
7. Those persons who write words without drawing a line on top.
8. Those persons whose writing is inclined towards the left.
9. Those persons whose writing is inclined towards the right.
10. Those who write in plain, simple way and their writing is vertical.
11. Those persons who write little above the line on paper.
12. Those persons who write below the base line and leave big margins
on either side.
13. Those persons who write their words & letters close to each other.
14. Those persons whose script appears like broken words.
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15. Those persons whose writing descends to the right.
16. Those persons who write simple and clear.
17. Those persons who write words away from the line.
18. Those persons who write words having round shapes
And pick up pen after every word.
19. Those persons who write small unclear letters, leaving
Wide spaces in between and draw a line on top.
20. Those persons whose writing resembles the back of a
Turtle.
21. Those persons whose writing resembles the shape of
A Boat or half moon.

1. Those persons who exert heavy pressure while writing.
The persons who exert so heavy pressure while writing, the pressure
travels to the other pages placed under the first page, lack in self
confidence, have unstable thought level, and are failures in life due to
their own wrong decisions and stress.

Such people are not happy in

family life and their financial position too is far from satisfactory. They
are often cheated by the people they work with or work for and remain
unhappy.

Their stubborn and arrogant attitude goes against their

success despite hard work. No profit in business. They hardly get any
share in their ancestral wealth even after fighting for it.

They start

earning between age 22-27 years, and successful period is between 28
to 36 years of age. Some ups and downs have to be faced during age
37 to 40 years.
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They taste success in any work after facing one or two hurdles. They are
cautioned against legal disputes and risky ventures.

Siblings are not

cooperative. Luxuries remain a dream and they make both ends meet
with difficulty.

Sources of income are not sufficient. Some problems

occur in education and childbearing. Their efforts are not fully rewarded
in anything they do.

No particular liking for food, clothes.

Health

problems relating to bones, blood, eyes and stress will trouble them.
Life at 41-55 years of age is marked with failures even after working
hard. Some major problems may have to be faced due to lack of
cooperation from spouse. Traveling may not be a good experience.
They earn money but are not able to preserve. No help from father. As
regards health, they enjoy good health in young age and face some
problems in old age. Life span is about 70 years. A word of advice for
such persons is that worshipping the Sun God or keeping a ‘SURYA
YANTRA’ or wearing a RUBY will help.

2. Those persons who don’t exert much pressure while writing.

Those who don’t exert much pressure while writing, are persons
of simple nature, religious and followers of social norms and traditions.
They work with responsibility to make a name for themselves and their
family.

They start their career at the age of 20 to 24 years. They lead

better life than their siblings. They believe in ‘KARMA’ and work hard to
earn all the luxuries of life and live lavishly.’ They are technically
qualified and serve the society with their expertise and advice. Luck
always favors them.
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Their children are good but one child could be a source of worry. They
have simple tastes but have great self confidence which helps them to
achieve their targets. They are very health conscious. They face
problems such as accidents, orthopedic diseases and surgeries and
diseases related to blood. They love their spouses and remain faithful
to each other but there is possibility of developing extra marital affairs
too.

They are comfortably settled in life by the time they reach age of

36 years. They like to work for social welfare. An auspicious change is
seen in life after marriage. They are always prepared for any amount of
hard work.

There will be opportunities for overseas journeys.

They

should avoid legal disputes/litigations. Not much co-operation from
father and Govt. related ventures. They have balanced minds and look
after their family sincerely. They do not care much about themselves.
Period between 37 to 40 years shows them ups and downs.

Life is

satisfying between 41-62 years, though there could be 1 or 2 problems.
On the whole, life is peaceful for them. They have a good name in
society. Life span is 75 years and above. Old age is wealthy and good.
Keeping ‘SHUKRA YANTRA’ or wearing a DIAMOND is helpful.

3. Those persons who write large-sized letters.

Those who write ‘big and clear’, are romantic, extrovert,
talkative and posses a pleasant temperament.
they don’t worry about their own losses.

While helping others,

Such persons if they are

doctors, artists, journalists or professors, can reach great heights. They
earn good money and name in society with their hard work.
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They land up in profitable business and due to sudden success at a very
young age of 24-29 years, they get well-settled. They complete
education and begin to earn before the age 35 years.

They do not

expect money from father but come up in life with their own efforts.
Thus they become rich.

Some problems occur around the age of 36

years. Life between 36 to 50 years of age is very fulfilling, they enjoy
all the luxuries of life.

No unpleasant incidents occur. They make good

politicians. These people become happy with materialistic means.

They

do not benefit from their siblings but make progress with own efforts.
They can afford to buy palatial houses and expensive cars. They are
worried about children and spouse. They have to face problems relating
to heart, stomach and head but nothing fatal.

No co-operation from

spouse. They may have to face some legal disputes and litigations but
they manage to steer clear of such problems. Travelling is beneficial to
them. They make progress in religious and social work. Period of life at
age 50 to 57 is punctuated with ups and downs.

Some problems are

expected from father and Govt. Period between 57to65 is good.
during Youth and old age is happy.

Life

Good saving at their credit. Long

illness may cause death. Life span is 80 years or more. It is better if
they do their own work. Worshipping ‘RAHU DEVTA’ can be beneficial.

4. Those persons who write tiny & curved letters which are
placed close to each other and written all over the page,
leaving no space or margins.
People who write in this fashion are stubborn, secretive and
exploit others with their plans. They often take to crime out of anger or
to take revenge.
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Such people are generally found in Police Department and the world of
Criminals. They are found to be successful in this field and carry an air
of superiority around them in society. Before the age of 24 years they
may have to face some kind of governmental punishment and may also
have to undergo imprisonment in connection with a real estate related
dispute because they may use illegal means to for their own benefit.
There is normal success till the age of 32. Some health problems can
occur between 32 to 34 years of age but period from 39-49 years is
very good.

Such persons earn lot of money and also spend more.

They have to face problems due to baseless disputes and wrath of the
government. They may cheat their own spouses, children and siblings
and get paid back in the same coin.

They can afford palatial houses,

lavish cars & fashionable clothes and frequently travel abroad. They
may change their job frequently but will do well if they work
independently.

They are smart talkers and can win over their

opponents easily. Loyalty towards spouse is always doubtful. Life
between50 to 55 is quite eventful. 56 to 64 years is normal. Old age is
peaceful.

There could be some problems, tension and disease and/or

likely-hood of an injury inflicted by an enemy. Life is not stable. Money
may not satisfy them thoroughly. They should avoid anger and risks.
There is possibility of untimely death. Wearing a ‘CORAL’ or ‘MANGAL
YANTRA’ is beneficial.

5) Those persons whose writing shows pulling strokes and
incomplete letters and words.
The person who write in this fashion are happy go lucky and
considered as responsible members of the society. They are powerful
with their words and the pen as well.
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Their words can give a new direction to society. Such persons belong to
the elite class and enjoy highest position and command respect in
society.

They are sweet to talk to which makes them very popular.

Their health, position, popularity and prosperity rises with age. At times
they even cross social norms in an attempt to help others and for that
they have to face the wrath spouse and society.

Life between 26-33

years brings success, promotion or high position and respect in society.
Bright success is seen after a few changes in career. Any business done
in their name is successful. They do not like artificial behavior. By the
time they reach middle age, they get happiness from family and earn
good money. They do not have any expectation from parental property.
Not much benefit from brother and sister. They enjoy the best of luxury
for a comfortable living, their children are co-operative. They are not
fussy about food and clothes.

They have to face health problems such

as Asthma, Liver, stomach, bones, and operation possibility. Generally
family life is normal. They get good success in court cases. There are
possibilities of foreign tours.

They have a life better than that of

parents. Their hard work leads to accumulation of wealth earned
through honest means.

Life at 30 to 40 years of age brings some ups and downs with
some improvement from age 40 to 57. Their old age is happy and
satisfactory. They lead a successful life. Life span is about 80 years or
above.

Worshipping CHANDRA DEVTA/keeping ‘CHANDRA YANTRA’ or

wearing a PEARL is beneficial.
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5. Those persons who write simple and clear.
The person who writes simple and clear is honest, pure at
heart, follower of social norms, and traditions.

Such persons own up

their mistakes and try to make amends for the same.

It is not in his nature to trouble or cheat others. He never
blames others for his own failure and hence he is able to progress
gradually.

Some people in society treat them as fools and often use

them to grind their own axe, but they never bother. Such persons are
also taunted by their children for their honesty.

They taste success during the age of 22-33 years when they
get married, have children and earn well. Good success in work comes
to them after one or two changes. Period between 34-40 years is very
hectic with some ups and downs. Period between 40-52 years of age is
good. As regards immoveable property and inheritance, the position is
quite good. Their siblings are co-operative. They may not lead a very
luxurious life, Benefits may accrue from education. They are not fussy
about food and clothes.

Health problems such as Stomach Ailments,

diseases related to bones, blood pressure, heart etc. may have to be
faced. They may also have to face the Ill health of their life partners.
Court cases, disputes and controversies may continue to trouble them.
They may gain from business connected to Government and Travel.
Sources of income will be satisfactory.

Period in life between 52-56

years will be hectic while period between 58-68 years will be good.
Approximate life span is around 70 years and above.

Worshipping

‘BUDHA DEVTA’ or wearing ‘BUDHA YANTRA’ will be beneficial.
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6. Those persons who write without a line on top of their
words.
Such people know well; how to make the best use of time. They
never miss opportunities which are beneficial. They are emotional and
have a friendly nature. They are always ready to help others.

Some

times they take hasty decisions and take risks beyond their capacities.
They get irritated on simple issues but calm down fast. They start
earning before 28 years of age.

They become rich LANDLORDS or in

charge of some institution or religious place and always have more than
one source of income.

Such people, besides getting ancestral property, make progress
through their own efforts. There is success after some changes. They
remain away from their siblings.

They can afford to have their own

house & car etc. Such persons are well educated. They have to face
one problem in education. Some worries from children. They have

a

liking for fashionable clothes. Possibility of sudden unfortunate incidents
is there.

Trouble from animals and secret enemies is also foretold.

Possibility of long suffering due to a disease of blood, bones etc. and are
likely to go to the extent of a surgery. Family life in general, is
successful. Life partner is good, and after marriage good improvement.
Court cases, disputes successful.

Possibility of foreign travels and

profits from tours will be there.

Such persons achieve their goals.

Period of life at age 29 to 48 is generally satisfactory, barring one or
two problems. Period at age 50 to 64 years is very good. It is better if
they run independent business or job.

They are shy in nature.

Life

span is about 75 years and above. Worshipping ‘SHANI DEV’ or wearing
‘BLUE SAPHIRE’ is beneficial.
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7. Those persons whose writing is inclined towards left.
The person who writes letters having left side bend, is highly
sensitive, emotional and having much affection towards mother. Such
persons have to face problems or repentance due to hasty decisions
influenced by emotions and without thinking good or bad effects of such
decisions carrying great risks.

They can’t get much profit from paternal

property. They make progress on their own effort. Some times they
even cheat others.

They start earning at about age 30 years of age.

Period between 23-29 years of age is generally successful.
operation from siblings when needed.
and afford palatial houses, car etc.

No co-

They can acquire all the riches

There is a break in education and

such persons have to face tension from wife and children. Some health
problems related to eyes, throat, headache, are likely to occur suddenly,
leading to accident and/or surgery. In family life some tension is seen
due to suspicious nature, court cases, disputes etc. Benefits will accrue
from work related to travelling. They progress better if they go away
from birth place.

Period of age between 41-45 years is very busy and

troublesome. At around 46-50 years of age, they have to face ups and
downs in life.

The period at age 51-60 is good.

interested in religious work.

They are least

Parental wealth is not their cup of tea.

Income sources will be satisfactory.

They may have to go through old

age related diseases. There could be stress due to unpaid loans, leading
to a disturbed life.

Worshipping RAHU DEVTA or wearing RAHU

YANTRA is beneficial. Life span is about 60 years and above.

9. Those persons whose writing is inclined towards the right.
The person who writes letters which are inclined towards the
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right, takes inspiration from his father.

He follows his father in letter

and spirit. In order to give importance to father, he co-operates with
people. He has deep faith in his father. He inherits his father’s wealth
and multiplies it to phenomenal heights.

Generally, professions of

father and son are different such as if father is businessman, son is
serving some where.

Relations with siblings are good. He is able to

acquire a car and a house of his own. Education is good and children are
also good. His son brings good name.

He is able to be independent

before the age 27 years. One of his sons brings fame to him. Habits of
clothes, food are normal. Belief in God is good. He is alert about illness.
Husband and Wife are lucky. He loves his wife but he carries some
worries about the health of his wife.

Some health problems such as

Bones, diabetes, blood pressure, respiration, surgical operations etc.
is better to avoid legal litigations and disputes.

It

He is not interested in

traveling. Benefits from Govt. agencies may accrue. He enjoys cordial
Relations with father. His Financial position remains good. He is alert
about his future.

At the age of 40 years all his wishes get fulfilled.

Living away from Birthplace is beneficial from work/business point of
view. Period at age 41-44 years of is full of accidents and ups and
downs.

Period between 45 to 65 years of age is good. Worship of

CHANDRA DEVTA or wearing a PEARL is beneficial. Life span is about
80 years.

8. Those who write in plain, simple way and their writing is
vertical.
The person who writes in this manner is simple

and

practical in life. He is family oriented. He respects traditions of family
and society and works accordingly. He is so careful about others, that
sometimes he looses his own freedom for the sake of others.
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He starts earning before the age 25 years.
satisfactory.

Success levels are

Period between 26-35 years of life is profitable.

He is

able to achieve money & respect early and succeeds in many fields. His
son remains a source of anxiety for him. Tension mounts due to
difference of opinion with the spouse. He does not expect much from
his ancestral wealth. He is able to acquire all luxuries around the age of
about 40. He meets with a nasty and stressful situation once, during the
period 41 to 42 years of age. Life is good at 42-52 years of age. He
undergoes a change in his business/profession between 52 to 56 years
of age. He may buy a car or a house. Relations with siblings are normal.
He has a taste for food and is fashion conscious. As regards Health
problems or ailments related to skin, stomach, bones, gas etc. may
have to be faced. He is sweet-natured and because of this quality he is
often loved & respected by his family and the society. Normal benefits
are indicated from litigations and disputes. He prefers to help others at
the cost of his own work. Sources of income remain satisfactory. He
discharges his responsibilities during his youth and thus leads a happy
and peaceful life during his old age. He completes his mortal journey
after a brief illness. Life span is about 65-70 years. It is better to stay
nearer to birth place. Life is happy. Worship of God Sun or wearing a
‘RUBY’ is better.

11. Those persons who write letters above the line on the Paper.
Persons, who write above the line, are clear in thoughts. They realize
the importance of their words and therefore take utmost caution before
they speak. They have little expectation from paternal wealth and do
not have any interest too, in family business.
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They suffer losses while trying hand at something new. They can get
success at the age 28 years. Period between 28-35 years is quite good.
Such persons are rich.

Persons who work with self confidence like

writers, doctors, sportsmen etc. fall under this category.

They get

success in life only after some change in business or work. Period
between age 36-37 is laden with some ups and downs. Period between
38-52 years of age is very good. Period between 53-57 years of age is
trouble some and expensive. Such persons get worries from children,
and they have to pay penalty to Govt. Period from 58-68 years of age
is good. They do not seek assistance from father or other people. They
can get benefit from siblings. Possibility of acquiring a car, a house etc.
is indicated in life. Some problems occur in the field of education and
children could be a source of worry. Such persons have to face problems
such as bad incidents, imprisonment, false-allegations etc.

They also

have to suffer due to diseases of liver, bone problems. Relationship with
the spouse spoils the family harmony.

They have to avoid legal

disputes. Business related to garments, food-stuff and travel is
beneficial. Chances of travel to distant, foreign lands with huge profits
are indicated. Death comes at a holy place. Such persons have one or
two extra-marital affairs in life. They earn good name in society. They
become paupers though, at the time of death. The end is sometimes
untimely. Wearing a RED CORAL or keeping ‘MANGAL YANTRA’ is
beneficial for such persons.

12.

Those persons who write below the base line and leave big

margins on either side.
Persons, who write below the base
confidence. They never disclose their plans.
society.

line, lack in self

They do not mix up in

Such persons get disappointed early and due to unfounded

fears, they often take wrong decisions in haste.
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They do not divulge their plans to others. They have all the vices like
alcohol, gambling and other bad habits even though they try to hide
these from society. They are not superstitious. They are wise, religious
and God-fearing. They do not like to work to the expectations of others.
They deceive others, and others also deceive them. They achieve
success after many ups and downs. They start earning before the age
31 years.
They succeed in business such as Banking, interest, commission, illegal
work. Such persons are fond of wining, dining and fashion. They have
to fight for getting father’s property. They do not keep good relations
with siblings. It is noticed that such persons either get separate from
one or get trouble from the other, sibling. There are rare chances of
house and car of their own and they have to depend upon other’s car,
house.

It is also seen that such persons enjoy on the cost of others.

There is problem in education and children. Their children are not under
their control or remain sick or remain constant source of anxiety. They
get trouble from spouse.
place at the age 25 years.

In their life some unpleasant incident takes
They win court cases and disputes. Period

between 32-55 years of age is good. They are stingy by nature and are
therefore able to save good money. Life span is about 75 years and
above.

Some diseases in old age bring in suffering. Wearing a

‘PUKHRAJ’ or keeping a GURU YANTRA is beneficial.
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13. Those persons who write their words & letters close to
each other.

Those who write words and letters close to each other,
always think before they act. They are introverts always engrossed in
them selves. They know very well how to use others for their own
motives. Such persons, though talkative, always maintain secrecy about
their plans. They are stingy by nature and spend money after a lot of
thinking and coaxing. Such persons are found to be selfish and don’t
think twice before putting others to loss in a bid to grind their axes.
They earn quite good money and also benefit from ancestral property.
They like to show off.
Relations with siblings are not satisfactory.

They can

acquire a house, a car and other luxuries in life. There is problem in
education and children.

Children are co-operative. Such people are

fussy about food and clothes. Such persons have to suffer some
physical as well as mental problems. Health problems related to
respiration, stomach, eyes, throat are likely to trouble them and
possibility of operation/surgery is not ruled out.
spouse are indicated.

Some tensions from

Such persons start earning during age 20-24

years. They have to face problems from litigations/court cases.

It is

better for such persons to have independent business or service. There
is possibility of foreign tour. They love literature.

Good relation with

father. Period between 26-32 years of age is good. Tension between
33-36 years of age is foreseen. 37-55 years normal, old age good. Life
span is about 75 years and above. Wearing an ‘EMERALD’ (PANNA) or
keeping a ‘BUDHA YANTRA’ is beneficial.
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14. The persons whose script appears like broken words.

The persons who write broken words are intelligent and
having good position in society. They are expert in practical life, honest
and achieve success with their own efforts after some ups and downs.
They adhere to their principles.

Success does not come to them easily,

they have to work hard for it. Such persons, if they are in service, leave
it and start their own independent business.

They help others even if

they have to neglect their own work in the process. There are chances
of a few changes in profession. They suffer loss while helping others.
Such Persons become social workers. Such persons have more faith in
their own culture.

They are not inspired by others or their culture. The

period between 26-30 years of age is successful in respect of change
job, sources of income etc. Period between 31-35 years of age is very
busy. Period between 36-52 years is good and they acquire a luxurious
life style with a name in the society and success in the work field. Such
Persons, in addition to ancestral wealth, get money from many other
sources. There is little benefit from siblings. They are not very highly
educated.

They achieve success in Education.

As regards children,

there could be some problems like miscarriages or similar problems.
They can be more successful in Politics. They are fond of wining, dining,
parties and fashion. They are not happy with the spouse and family.
Success

in

court

cases

and

litigations

defamation. People believe such Persons.

comes

after

insults

and

Such persons depend more

on others and hence they get cheated, yet they earn a name in society.
They are unable to get back money loaned to others. Health problems
related to heart, liver, some bad incident or danger from possibility of
an operation are there. Period between 52-55 years of age will be full
of tension due to ill health, and some unpleasant situations.
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Period between 56-65 years of age is good. During youth such persons
make progress with their own efforts. In some cases untimely death
comes during young age.

It is better to wear KETU YANTRA. Such

persons belong to high levels in society or Government. Such persons
may become high level politicians.
(15) The persons who write letters having downward slope.

The persons who write letters having downward slope are some what
pessimistic and deceived by family and friends. They lack in self-confidence.
Such persons are generally unsuccessful and rarely taste success. They have
an irritating nature. They are not happy in any field. They start earning at the
age 20-24 years and become independent. Period between 25-35 years of age
brings normal success. Period between 36-40 years of age is full of bad
incidents, problems, allegations. Such a person, generally, has to work for
others. It is better if he stays away from birth place. Such person will be more
successful if he works in Police, Sports, C.I.D. Department or any such field.
Possibility of acquiring own house, car, is rare. Period between 41-55 years
of age generally fare. Period between 56-62 years is busy and full of tension.
Problems in Education, benefit from children are indicated. His life partner is
co-operative. Problems are likely to arise due to court cases, allegations, bad
incidents etc. Health problems related to head, stomach, liver and some
surgery may have to be faced. Accidents or problems while travelling may
have to be faced. Chances of injury from animals may be there. They are not
interested in religion. They hardly get any help or benefits from parents.
Though they do not take much interest in their work yet their sources of
income are good.

Youth days are full of ups and downs, old age is

satisfactory.
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Such persons may also suffer physical injury due to wrong decisions or
lethargy & carelessness. For them it is beneficial to use either BLUE
SAPHIRE or ‘SHANI YANTRA’. Life span is about 65 years.

16. THOSE WHO WRITE SIMPLE & CLEAR.

The persons who, normally write clear, are good to deal
with.

They are particular about their own work.

family.

They are successful businessmen or achieve good position.

They know better how to influence others.
name in society.

very good.

Such persons earn good

Well disciplined and help family always.

earning between 20-26 years of age.

and

They look after the

They start

Period between 27-35 years is

They do not have any expectation from father’s property

money.

Such person earns money on his own efforts. He has co-

operation from brother, sister.
good, education is good.

He can get house, car.

Children are

Some problems are indicated from spouse.

As regards food and clothes he has not much liking. Health problems
such as ailments of the stomach, bones, heart, Respiratory System may
occur. Good change in life after marriage. Wife is helpful in improving
financial side. Period between 36-40 years of age is full of bad incidents,
problems. Such person is away from court cases, disputes. Such person
has no worries about money, property and work.
possibility of foreign tour.

Tours are good and

Relationship with parents is good. Period

between 52-62 years of age is normal. Life is successful but progress is
slow.
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It is better if he stays nearer to his birth place. Life span is 70 years
and above.

They are advised to wear a ‘YELLOW SAPHIRE’ (PUKHRAJ)

or keep ‘GURU YANTRA’ for improvement.

17. The persons who write letters away from the line.
The persons who write words away from the line are clean in
their thoughts, happy go lucky & brave. They bring good name to the
family, hold higher position in society and/are good businessmen. They
are famous in their own country as well as abroad. They are able to
fulfill their ambition irrespective of its magnitude. Their work in society
brings them very good name which continues to spread even after they
are no more on the scene. Such persons have many friends but are not
on cordial terms with their spouses. They go ahead with respect to their
work and get honor.

They multiply their ancestral wealth by doing

independent business. They lead a life better than their siblings and
have cordial terms with them. They achieve success between 27 to 30
years of age.

Period between 31-32 years of age is laden with some

ups and downs.

They can acquire palatial house and expensive cars.

Education is good and children are a source of happiness.
between 33-44 years of age is good.

The period

Some problems related to family,

Govt. and health matters are likely to occur during 45-47 years of age.
The period between 48-58 years of age is good.

There can be heart

problem and problems due to bad luck, diseases of bones or liver,
trouble from Govt. and possibility of an operation. Such persons respect
their spouses.

They have to face some problem due to legal disputes.

Benefits may accrue from foreign travel. They lead a life better life than
their parents. They earn lot of money. They also spend more.
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Their personality is attractive for the opposite sex. They get all
materialistic pleasures in life.

Their fortunes begin to rise with age.

Towards the end, they fall ill and their life span is about 70-75 years.
For such persons wearing a ‘PEARL’ or keeping a ‘CHANDRA YANTRA’ is
beneficial.

18. The persons who write words having round shape and
lift the pen after every word.

The persons who write words having round shape and lift
the pen after every word are brilliant, smiling, happy and helpful.

Such

persons are cheated by their own friends and also face disappointment
in matters of love. They look after father’s wealth but do not keep any
expectations from it. Such persons work for welfare of society. Such
persons get benefits such as house, car, education, children, money,
respect and prestige in society.

Such persons generally stay away from

children. Such persons start earning at the age of 25 years. The period
between 26-36 years of age is very good, but some family problems or
physical problems are likely to occur.
extra marital relationships.

Such persons may also have

Good success comes to them after

marriage. Period between 37-38 years is full of ups and downs. Such
persons belong to literary category such as writer, journalist, connected
to law, consultancy, carrying out tours in country as well as foreign
countries. The period between 38-48 years of age, is good and they get
all the happiness.

Chances of frequent trips to foreign countries are

there.
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Period between 48-55 years of age is hectic and full of tension, worries
and stagnation in Financial matters. Period between 55-68 years of age
is quite good. Success comes to them in young age. Such persons earn
with their own efforts and hard work in different fields.

They possess

leadership qualities. They love to spend money and live a life better
than their parents. They are cheerful and prosperous. They are advised
to wear a DIAMOND or keep a ‘SHUKRA YANTRA’ for better results.
They may have to face some Governmental Problem, once in life.

19. Persons who write small unclear letters, leaving
Wider spaces in between and draw a line on top.

Persons who write unclear words leaving space in between and
draw a line above, are found to be of wavering minds. They chalk out
big plans but are never able to put them in to practice. Though they
may have troublesome Family life yet they have a good name in society.
People misunderstand them if they do not work for their family. Due to
their impatient temperament, they are often labeled as selfish.

They

have to go through many changes in their field of work and are often
considered careless for accepting jobs without completing jobs already
on hand. Normal success is indicated for them between 24-33 years of
age. Period between 34-36 years brings in some improvement and is
quite good between 37-42 years of age. Possibility of one break-up in
family life is also there. They may not be able to derive much happiness
from siblings and any inheritance from their parents. Many changes in
job or profession are indicated for them.
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Period between 43-45 years of age carries tension and worries.
are successful in legal litigations & disputes.
years of age is very good.

They

Period between 46-55

Possibility of some Health problems and

mental stress is indicated between 56-60 yrs of age.

Period between

61-70 years of age is good. Life is long but full of ups and downs. They
are likely to make a good name in old age.

It is helpful to wear an

‘EMERALD’. They may also wear a ‘BUDH YANTRA’ for better results.

20. Persons who write words forming a shape like
Tortoise back.
Those who write in such a way that their handwriting
appears like the back of a Tortoise, are able to achieve success in the
middle of life, with their own efforts.
being brainy & principled.

Such persons make a show of

They do not expect much from ancestral

wealth and do get benefits from it, only after disputes.

They start

earning between the age of 21-26 years and strictly adhere to their
work.

They do not get much co-operation from their siblings.

Such

persons attain good position in society and are in high administrative
positions in Government. Such persons are superior if they come under
category such as education, administration, scientist, responsible person
in society sportsman etc. Period between 27-34 years of age is
successful. There could be some notable incidents between 35-38 years
of age. They acquire house, car and fame in society. Their Family life
may not be happy. Such persons get good name in society due to their
good work.

They have to face health problems such as skin, cough,

heart, liver.

They may also undergo an operation.

They have secret

enemies.
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The period between 40-58 years of age brings in success after many
changes.

There could be one bad incident with some ups and downs

during this period. Such persons must avoid court cases and disputes.
They should not trust and depend upon others. Travelling is beneficial.
Such persons have to face many ups and down, if they enter into
politics.

Possibility of problems even after attaining a good position is

there. Period between 60-68 years of age is normal. Better life than
father. Financial position is normal.

Such persons must avoid anger,

rash driving, loans, alcohol/drugs and giving surety for others.

Such

persons have to face problems (family and physical) in old age. They
are able to fulfill their responsibilities. Death comes due to illness. Life
span is about 75 years and above. They are clear in their dealings and
prefer to work independently.

They earn their livelihood through

working for others or consultancy and make good name in society. It is
profitable to stay at birth place. It is beneficial if they wear a DIAMOND.
Sometimes, such persons take wrong decisions under emotional
influence and suffer.

21. Persons who write words forming shape of a boat
or a half Moon.

Persons who write words forming shape like a boat or half
Moon are found to be intelligent, of firm opinion, bringing good name to
the family and are able to overpower all problems with their own resolve
and guts.
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Such persons do not disclose their plans to any one and suddenly come
up in society by their remarkable work.

They always look after their

family and siblings. Period of life between 24-30 years of age is the
best. They make steady progress and rise from rock bottom to the top.
Such persons achieve respect and accumulate wealth in life. In respect
of Education and children, they face some problems in the beginning but
achieve success with their wisdom and efforts. Such persons attract
others for co-operation and enjoy all benefits.

They believe more in

materialistic pleasures. They are very fond of food and fashion. Such
persons are seen attracted by persons who are in their close contacts
and also attracted towards opposite sex.

They are well off with a

luxurious living. Such persons have to face some problems like tragic
accidents. There is danger of being hurt by a weapon. They may also
face problems related to liver, bones and some prolonged diseases.
Family life is good. They get cooperative life partner.

Period between

31-33 years of age brings in incidents and health problems. Such
people’s fortunes favor them after marriage.

It is more beneficial for

such persons if they stay at their birth place and nearer to a river or a
lake or an ocean or a mountain.

They can reap benefits from

commission business, consultancy, foreign trips and technical work etc.
If they are in a Govt. Job, there is possibility of a problem.

Such

persons have to face problems if they work under the control of others.
They can reap good profits if they work independently.

They get

benefits from children. They earn good money. They spend more.
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Period between 34-55 years of age is normal.

They get very good

profit from landed property, buildings, research fields. Period between
56-64 years of age is the best period. Their life is full of happiness and
contentment during old age when they have enough money and respect
in society.. Old age is better than young age. In some case, it is seen
that such persons face an untimely death.
in society.

They attain a high position

Life span is 70 years and above.

Wearing a ‘RUBY’ or

keeping a ‘SURYA YANTRA’ will help them to improve their life.

********************
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CHAPTER- 4

SIGNATURES TELL YOUR FUTURE
Perhaps you may not believe the fact that apart from getting
the details about your personality, your signatures can also be used to
make predictions about your past, present and future and you can use
this information about your nature, profession and fortunes and bring
desired changes in your life just by making suggested changes in your
signatures. .
Signature is as important to fortune telling, as human brain is to human
body.

In this book, an attempt has been made to classify different

types of possible signatures into eighteen broad categories to
summarize the whole science of ‘fortune telling’ through signatures.
To know, how to identify the category in which your signature falls, you
have to check and compare in the same order in which the signature
categories appear in this book. Some signatures may appear to fall in
more than one category thus causing confusion.

For example:-if the

first letter of your signature is large in size and you also underscore it
and add a dot or two, you need not see all the signatures, The
identifying mark which appears first in your signature in the category
list determines your category and the result given in that category is the
prediction related to your signature.

The category in case of the

example given above is 1. You have to study this chapter very carefully.
For example: the first letter of signature shown below is large and the
author draws a line and also puts a full stop.
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In such cases you need not check all modes but you will get the
number. Let me tell you how! In this signature there are three clear
points.
1) The first letter is large in size 2) There is a line below the signature.
3) There is a dot or a full stop. Hence your category will be – “Person
writing first letter large” because the dots/full stop and the line
underneath the signature appear much below in the list of categories.
So you will have to accept that nature as matching with your signature.
Whenever a line and full points are written after the first big letter, you
have to see which signature is identical to your signature. The different
categories of signatures are as under:1. Person whose signature’s first letter is large in size.
2. Person who writes full name as signature and does not lift the pen.
3. Person who leaves spaces between the initials/words in his
Signature.
4. Person who signs in an artistic manner.
5. Person who just writes the first letter and thereafter draws a line or
writes broken/fragmented signatures.
6. Person who has tiny letters in his signatures and signs as if
Playing with the letters.
7. Person who signs with sharp pointed letters overlapping each other,
and a sharp branch comes out at the end.
9. Person who signs using large sized letters or the size of all the
letters in the signature is large.
9. Person who draws a simple line after signatures.
10. Person who adds one line to the last letter of signatures.
11. Person whose signature has downward slant.
12. Person who puts two or three lines below his signature.
13. Person who puts one line and one (dot) below his signature.
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14. Person who puts two dots below his signature.
15. Person who draws one line from the last letter of the signature
and puts one or two dots, or draws a doodle out of it.
16. Person who begins his signature with small letters.
17. Person who signs in regional languages.
18. Person who signs in many different ways.
Now you will come to know in which category your signature falls.
1.

Person whose signature’s first letter is large in size.
A person who signs with large first letter in his signature, is

extremely talented, brilliant, socially popular and holds a high position
in his field of work. People, in whose signature, first letter is large in
size and all other letters are beautiful and symmetrical, are from the
elite class of society. Such persons work up their way to the top with
their own efforts, gradually but steadily and attain the highest position
in society. They earn lot of money in life and spend also in the same
manner. They have a liking for palatial houses, expensive cars, jewelry
and fashionable clothes etc. all signs of luxury in life. They don’t have
to work very hard to achieve success which comes to them pretty easy.
Such persons belong to the elite class of learned people of the highest
level, philosophers, sportsmen or politicians. They are shy yet romantic
in nature.

They become the guiding force of society.

They are, at

times, influenced by members of the opposite sex. They bring good
name to their family.

They become independent and self-sufficient

between 22-26 years of age.
years of age.

They earn good money between 27-33

They enjoy good life during 36-58 years of age.

In

addition to family business, if they start an independent business of
their own, they make good progress.
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They get little co-operation from siblings but are more co-operative to
others.

One brother or sister, if any is always a source of tension.

They acquire all the luxuries for a comfortable life. They have to face at
least one failure in the matters of education and children. In addition to
their own ability and education, they are supported by their luck to a
large extent. In old age their children support them. They are fond of
good food, clothes, ornaments and Perfumes. Their family life is happy
though they have one or two pre-marital affairs. After marriage there is
improvement and the partner is co-operative. There are some problems
due to court cases and disputes. Some times they have to suffer loss
due to wrong decisions.

There are chances of frequent foreign tours.

They are more successful if they stay away from birth place.

It is

beneficial if they stay near a water body or on a hill side. They have
faith in religion but some time they go against religion. They bring good
name to father and live better life than father. They have to face health
problems related to the Stomach, Blood, Bones, Skin, Cough and Cold
etc. and may have to undergo an operation. They save more money for
family rather than themselves.

Good relations with father.

Their

childhood is full of struggle and diseases. When they are young, they
enjoy a good life and prosper with their own efforts. Life during old age
is very good and comfortable.

Between 36-58 years of age, they are

successful on many fronts and if they are serving, they become officers
of the top level and successful leaders in their fields. If they enter into
politics they achieve good success.

Life span is above 70 years.

Wearing a ‘DIAMOND’ will help them achieve more in life..
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(2) Person who writes full name as his signature and
does not lift the pen.

The persons who write their full name as their signature,
without lifting pen and the letters in their signature are joined with each
other, have a peaceful mind. They are law abiding people sticking to
their principles, preferring to be lonely than in a crowd. They make a
steady progress in life and are satisfied with their achievements. They
achieve high position and become executive heads of some institution.
They are Authors, Creative minds and people who complete the work
left incomplete by others and make a place for them in society with
their work.

They are also found to be connected to Law & its

enforcement. Fate of such persons rises during 25-28 years of age.
They inherit huge moveable & immoveable wealth from paternal as well
as in-law’s side. They miss the love and affection of family and siblings.
They acquire normal life style needs. Their education is normal, their
daughters give them more love and look after them better than sons.
Period between 28-32 years of age is good, and some ups and downs
come during 33-38 years of age.

They have to face some physical

problems or family problems or some other difficulties.
they have to face serious illness.

Some times

Period between 42-45 years of age

carries some worries. Period after 46 years of age is good.

They are

not very particular about their food & clothes etc. Period between 5862 years is laden with tension, worries from family and children. Such
persons may have to face possible health problems related to eyes,
heart, liver, stomach, bones, respiration or danger of injury from
weapons.
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They earn from multiple sources. Life partner is co-operative.

They

must avoid legal disputes. Such persons, some times, have to face
danger or defamation due to wrong decisions influenced by other or due
to attraction for others.

Such persons prefer to stay at birth place

though they get chances of foreign tours.

They have little interest in

religion. They enjoy benefits from Government. They earn good money
and good savings. They do not have any financial problems. Young age
and childhood is good.

In old age they have to stay alone causing

mental, physical problems and worries. Their life partner dies earlier
than them. Life span is about 68 year and above. Such persons are
simple and honest.

It is better to use ‘EMERALD’ or keep a ‘BUDH

YANTRA’.

(3) Person who leaves spaces between the initials/words in his
Signature

Persons who leave some space between initials in his
signature or signs like broken words becomes famous and gets the
highest position in society. Such persons start earning between 20-24
years of age. The period between 25-38 years of age is very good.
They achieve higher position after some ups and downs in their work or
service.

Possibility of acquiring a car, a house etc. before the age of 47

years is there.

Due to their nature they are famous.

Some tension

always prevails in the family. Though they are very responsible towards
their duties, yet they are not recognized for their good work despite
being so famous. Others working with them keep using them for their
own means.
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Being sentimental and trusting anyone and everyone blindly, they are
very popular in their friend circle. Due to these habits they are often
cheated. They are true friends and always keep their promises. They
have to face legal litigations in life. They get co-operation from children.
Not much benefit from ancestral property is indicated. They co-operate
with their siblings.

Education is just adequate.

It is better if such

persons become administrative officers or enter in to jobs related to
social work, advertising, consultancy, fashion, literature, etc. They have
liking for food, clothes. They have to face some health problems such
as diseases of the bones, liver and surgery etc. Period between 16 to
18 years of age brings in good improvement in life. They love animals.
There are chances of foreign tours. They are religious people. They live
better and luxurious life than their parents. They have to face troubles
in youth but old age is happy. They save good money. Due to their
good work, they earn good name and become favorites of their
superiors.

Their life is generally good except family life where there

may be some tensions. Life span is about 65-70 years. Staying away
from birth place will be beneficial for them.
from

service

in

addition

‘MOONGA’(CORAL)

or

to

keep

their

own

‘MANGAL

They get more benefits
work.

YANTRA’,

if

they

they

wear

could

a

see

improvement in life.

4. Person who sign in an artistic manner.
Persons who sign in an artistic manner and add a dot or two or a line
to it just to make it look it different and beautiful, are Artists, Owners of
some Temple or a ‘MATH’ or connected to the world of CRIME.
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They are adamant, introvert, keeping their feelings to themselves and
get easily hurt by petty matters. They never forget the hurt caused to
them and very wisely reply at the most appropriate moment to hurt
others. Such persons often hurt their own nears and dears by their
emotional outbursts and wrong decisions.

Such persons become

independent and start earning before the age of 24 years. Such a
person is always engrossed in him self and leaves a mark with his
unique style of work.

He neither gives nor seeks advice from others.

Due to this nature he is deprived of his due, at times. Accidents and
secret enemies plague his life and he constantly suffers physical and
mental agony and financial losses.

He remains aloof from family, its

business and siblings. He does not care about ancestral wealth too yet
he is able to afford a good house and means of transport. Between 2530 years of age, he struggles for success. Period between 30-32 years
of age brings in physical problems and tension in the family. Sudden
monetary gains are indicated before the age of 35 years from Gambling,
lottery or speculation. His spouse and children constantly nag him and
deprive him of peace.

Such circumstances almost push him to the

verge of suicide. After 39 years of age, life shows some improvement
giving him some respite.

Success in work enables him to purchase a

new house, a car and other luxuries. There is always danger from
accidents, risk of drowning or injury from a weapon, apart from health
problems related to liver, stomach, bones and heart etc. Loss of money
due to legal disputes and litigations remains a part of his life. In the
process he also earns a bad name for him self. There are chances of
frequent travel in life. He hardly gets any benefit from his father. In old
age he gets back his lost prestige and benefits from the government.
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His introspection also becomes a reason for the tension in his life. He
can be more successful in independent ventures.

Working for others

may not suit him. He is advised to wear a ‘PEARL’ or keep a ‘CHANDRA
YANTRA’ to get rid of the sufferings.

(5) Person who just writes the first letter and thereafter draws
a line or has broken/fragmented signatures.

A person who signs in this fashion (his letters/words appear
like an unclear line), is open hearted, extrovert, hasty, happy go-lucky
and always ready to help people.

Such person earns good money

through landed property, lottery, Speculation or due to sudden,
unexpected monetary gains. Such person lacks in self confidence. They
progress with the help from others.
SKILLS.

They possess good BUSINESS

Such persons can do well if they are in the field relating to

company, law, consultancy films or literature. They share their secrets
with others and hence some times they suffer due to loss from secret
enemy.

In addition to parents, they serve others also and actively

participate in social work. They enjoy ancestral property. They remain
away from siblings.

They have a particular temperament.

able to afford a house of their own and a car etc.

They are

They are well

educated and are generally associated with work related to consultancy,
accounts or Commerce.

They can also earn from work related to

Medicines. They achieve good position before the age 27 years. By the
time they reach 33 years, they attain stability in career. Period between
33-42 years of age is good. They enjoy all luxuries. They spend more.
They can get National Awards and become good writers if they like
writing work.
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They face failures in education and in matters related to spouse and
children. They are sometimes deprived of all the luxuries in life. They
are fond of food, clothes and ornaments.

They like to keep their

dwellings well decorated. They have to suffer due to Health Problems
related to Fits, Bones, Liver and Diabetes.
incidents and punishment from Government.

They have to face bad
Their spouse is lucky.

They achieve highest post in Police or C.I.D. or such GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENTS.

Improvement in life comes after marriage.

They

should avoid legal disputes and court matters. There can be allegations
leveled against them. Good profit in partnership business connected to
tours, chemicals, commission will be there.

Possibility of frequent

foreign tours is there. Life between 43-45 years of age will be full of
ups and downs.

Period between 46-60 years will be quite beneficial.

They get trouble from father and Government.
wealth.

Their young age is good.

They amass huge

Old age is normal.

Such persons

have to face problem related to court case or false disputes, at least
once in life. Possibility of defamation due to this is not ruled out.

They

have to stay away from drugs, gambling and loans. There is possibility
of an un-timely end to their lives. Period between 61 to 65 years of age
will again bring in some ups and downs. Life span is about 70-75 years.
Using a ‘BLUE SAPHIRE’ or ‘SHANI YANTRA’ will help.

6. Person who has tiny letters in his signatures and signs as if
playing with the letters.
Persons who sign like this and pull letters of signatures
up or down as if playing with letters, are very smart, intelligent, careful
and attentive to their work and they know how to use others to grind
their own axe.
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Sometimes they cross all the limits to meet their selfish motives but
pose as if they are very honest.
mind.

It is difficult to read such person’s

If they enter into politics, they get more than they deserve.

They impress their opponents.
illegal means.

Such person keeps getting money by

Period between 24-33 years is quite successful, with

some ups and downs. They do not get full benefits during this period.
Period between 33-38 years is very successful. Period between 39-42
years of age shakes up their life and health. They have to face
allegations in the society though they steer clear of everything and
march ahead singlehanded with full force and make progress. They do
not disclose their plans to others. They are stingy. They earn with their
own efforts and also inherit Ancestral Wealth. They are not benefitted
from siblings. They lead better life than their siblings but pretend to be
unhappy.

They enjoy a good house and car etc.

with their own
wealth.

They amass riches

luck and wisdom and their children also add to their

They can make their living from Commission from Legal

Matters, Real Estate, or Import Export Business. They are fond of good
clothes and food. They have to face some health problems related to
skin, bones, heart, operation etc.

Period between 44-60 years is good.

They are less attached to their spouse and are often disloyal towards
him/her. They play with sentiments of others. They succeed in legal,
disputes after initial problems.

Anyone entering into partnership with

such person has to suffer losses.

Such persons are not fond of

traveling. They are Nature Lovers. They prefer to stay away from their
father.

They accumulate huge wealth.

Their childhood is normal,

youth is good and old age is full of sickness. Such persons may have
untimely death.

Life span is about 65-70 years of age.

Using a

‘GOMED’ or ‘RAHU YANTRA’ helps them.
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7. Person who signs with sharp pointed letters overlapping each
other and a sharp branch comes out at the end.

Those who make their signature having pointed letters or
at least one or two letters ‘pointed’, are intelligent and work hard to
fulfill their ambitions and are generally suspicious characters. Anybody
dealing with such People has to be extra cautious.

They are

controversial people who start earning between 20 to 24 years of age.
They earn good money, respect and position in society round about 33
years of age but they get maximum set back. They earn lot of money
and they spend also more. Period between 34-38 years of age is with
ups and downs. There is possibility of penalty imposed on you by some
Government Agency, danger from secret enemy.
50 years of age is quite good.

Period between 40-

Possibility or good opportunities of

foreign tours with profits will be there.

They are well off with money

earned by them selves as well as through inheritance. They do not care
much about their siblings.

They are fond of luxurious houses, latest

fashion in clothes & ornaments etc.

They profit from the business

related to Stocks & shares, chemicals, commission and industry. They
have to face problems in education, children and do not get much cooperation from children. They have to suffer in life due to unfortunate
incidents, interaction with women and health problems such as liver,
bones, operation and drugs etc. There is a possibilities of family breakup once or twice are there. They face risk of defamation due to legal
disputes. They travel to distant lands, away from their birth place in
search of livelihood.

Due to whimsical nature, they always have to face

problems & hurdles but after suffering they become successful also.
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They live better life than their parents but are not co-operative to their
family. They help others more, than their own family. The period
between 51-57 years of age is full of busy schedules, hectic activity and
stress. Period between 58-65 years of age is good. In young age they
have some ups and downs and then success. In old age they have good
money. In some cases they die an untimely death. They attain a Good
position in society.

Normally their life span is 75 years and above.

Using a ‘KETU YANTRA’ or ‘LASONIA’ will help in improving the quality of
life.
8. Person who signs using large sized letters or the size of all the
letters in the signature is large.
The persons who sign with large sized letters or all letters in his
signature are large, are exceptionally intelligent, happy go lucky, of
good nature and bring good name to the family. They are generous by
nature and get suddenly into good money, surprising people around
them. They belong to category of persons having Leadership qualities
and Creative abilities.
highest order.

They are good artists and devotees of the

They earn respect of the society. They spend the way

they earn, always in plenty. Such persons put everything at stakes in a
bid to help others. At about 26 to 30 years of age, they earn money,
respect, good name in society in a big way. They make big plans and
make sincere efforts to ensure success in executing the same. Period
between 31 to 32 years of age brings in some ups and downs.

They

may have to undergo imprisonment or face allegations for the sake of
others.

Period between 33 to 45 years of age is quite good.

They

spend liberally. They do not have attraction towards ancestral wealth.
They march ahead in life with their family.

Such persons earn good

money from social work, landed property and art. They acquire palatial
house, car and other luxuries for a comfortable living.
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Period between 46 to 52 years of age is stressful due to problems in
the family as well with the government.

Their education is smooth.

Children are co-operative. They are not fussy about their taste for
clothes and food. They have to face problems such as a tragic accident,
ailments of the bones, liver & blood. Life partner is good, even though
they hardly stay with each other.

Luck improves much after marriage.

They earn good due to court cases & legal disputes.
travel are more profitable.

Religious work and

Such persons live better life than their

parents. Period between 55-65 years of age is good. They earn lot of
money and also spend lot. They get plenty of means of happiness but
feel shortage of money in old age. Such persons earn more if they work
independently. Life span is about 70 years and above. It is better to
use Mars- Yantra as it helps to get more success. Life of such persons
is happy and satisfactory.

9. The persons who draw a simple line after their
signature.
The persons who draw a simple line below their signature, are
seen happy with themselves and always engrossed in their own world.
They do not make friends or foes with anybody. They discharge their
duties very well. They keep their house neat and clean.

They are

typically traditional people who follow the unwritten norms of social
behavior. They achieve success with hard work and they remain happy
with their work.

During the period of 22-27 years of age, they go

through good changes and achieve success.
people call them self concentrated.

Due to peaceful nature,

Such persons get success in life

after many changes. Period between 28-30 years of age is seen with
ups and downs.
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Period between 30-36 years of age is good for their luck as well as to
family are problem is to faced. Period between 36-56 years of age, they
earn good success.

They do not give importance to money and due to

this nature children and family is not happy with them.
engaged in their work.
responsibilities to her.

They are

They keep faith in spouse and throw all

During the middle age, they have to face ups

and downs once or twice. They do not give much importance to father’s
money, father-in-laws property or self earned money. They believe in
self earned money. They hardly get any help from siblings. As regards
house, car, they try to get as per their capacity.
problem from one child.
liking.

They have to face

As regards food, clothes they adjust their

They are more careful about their health.

They are worried

about their health though they have no major disease.

They have

mental tension due to problems such as bones, operation, sugar,
stomach. Their family life is generally pathetic. They get co-operation
from life partner.

They dislike court cases and disputes.

They get

trouble when they are helpless. There is little benefit from Government.
Sources of income are good. They prepare plans or schemes for future.
Their co-workers or known person are happy with them.
about 68 years and above.

Life span is

It is better to use ‘GURU YANTRA’ or a

‘YELLOW SAPHIRE’ for improvement in fortunes.

10. The persons who join one line to the last letter of
Signature.

The persons who join one line to the last letter of

their signature or draw longer curve, are happy go lucky, more talkative
and people come into their contact due to their work and they also
become known in the society.
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Such persons are good sportsmen, famous writers writing about the
field of crime. They are persons connected to Law and achieve success
in that field only.

They usually achieve highest position in whichever

field they are. They are friendly by nature and co-operative to others.
They try to make a mark with their personality and performance. They
achieve their aim in life, gradually. They occupy good position. Initially,
they work for others and gradually, they start their own independent
business. They, either do not get ancestral money or wealth or they are
unable to make use of such riches. They stay away from siblings and
work on their own. They usually land into jobs/service suddenly. They
love nature. They are principled people who would do anything to stick
to their principles. They suddenly attain success in life between 27-30
years of age. They earn good money by the age 33 years and period
between 37-50 years of age is quite good, barring one ufortunate
incident and some problem from the spouse.

Such persons may not

work to gather riches and luxuries. They get little benefit from education
and children.

They are alert about eating habits. They are not fussy

about their food and fashion. Such persons move in the company of
people superior to them or make friendship with them.

They suffer

from health problems related to bones, liver, eyes, tragic accident etc.
They have to face sudden ups and downs in life and trouble from
Government. They have to face some difficulty in family life.
succeed in court cases and disputes.

They

They get opportunities of

travelling to foreign lands at the expense of others. Such persons travel
away from their birth place and get chance of foreign tour once. They
live better life than their father. They earn good money and also save.
The period between 50-60 years of age is full of ups and downs causing
some tension.
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Such persons enjoy life in young age with the co-operation of others,
but in old age they suffer from some disease and carry worries. They
earn money and name when they go away from birth place.

Such

persons have to suffer due to sudden family tension. Life span is about
65 years and above. Their end generally comes some times at a distant
place from birth place.

It is better to use stone (RUBY) or ‘SURYA

YANTRA’ for improvement.

11. The persons whose signature have downward slant.

The persons whose signature has downward slant are of
pure heart, unstable thoughts but loyal. They go out of their way to help
family and friends but hardly ever get credit for the same. Such persons
start earning between 22 to 26 years of age. They are Bankers, Chief of
some Organization or people at the helm of affairs in a company and
belong to the elite class of society. They go to any extent for the sake
of their self respect. They are not much interested in Ancestral Wealth
and achieve success after many changes. In the middle of life at about
45 years of age, they face some difficulties, sudden loss of money,
defamation in society etc. They should be careful from their siblings or
the persons who are close to them. They have to face risk of loss of
job. Period between 27-42 years of age is tough and full of struggle.
They have to control their expenses and lead life of an ordinary person,
hardly able to make both ends meet. They have to face unforeseen
dangers and trouble from children and family.

They also face serious

health problems related to stress, blood, bones. Family life is lonely and
problematic. Life after marriage is good for few years. Stress due to
court cases and legal disputes are possible. They are not religious.
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They give all importance to their work and their principles. Due to this
reason they remain aloof from society but they are never wrong in their
work.

There are many chances of foreign tours in life.

They derive

benefits from Government. They hardly save anything for a rainy day.
Though they have good money when young; in old age, they may have
to spend on prolonged illness or lose money due to some other reason.
They suffer due to some trouble from Government and thereafter they
may have to live in poor conditions.

In old age, they may have toi

suffer due to some disease or worsening of health due to stress. Such
persons belong to the category of persons who carry research work or
welfare work for the country. For them, living nearer to their place of
birth will provide much needed relief. The end of such persons is
controversial. It is better to use ‘LASONIA’ or ‘KETU YANTRA’ for
improvement.

12. The persons who put two or three lines below their
signature.

The persons who put two or more lines below their signature
are of unstable minds and even if slight provoked, they get emotionally
charged and excited. Such persons can harm themselves physically
during tough times & failures etc. They take decisions without caring
about logic and consequences and thus, are potential threat to fellow
beings and the society at large. They are street smart and yet gentle
by nature. They often fail while making vain efforts for improvement.
Their spouse is selfish and fashionable.

There are problems in

education.
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They achieve success between 24-30 years of age. They always think
about money.

The period between 30-34 years of age brings in

problems and tension. Some times they leave their ‘on hand projects’
un-finished and start something else. The period between 35-46 years
of age is good so far as it relates to money, land, house, vehicle etc.
Period between 47-52 years of age again brings in ups and downs.
Period between 53-58 years is quite good. During childhood and young
age, there is tension due to wrong decisions.
good.

Generally, old age is

They achieve more benefits from family business, and Estate.

They make progress with the help of siblings and friends. There is very
little chance of own house, vehicle etc. Success comes to them after
some difficulty in education and children. They develop an extra marital
relationship, even though family life in old age is good.
frequent foreign tours.

They have

They must avoid litigations and Court cases.

They have to face punishment from Government.

They save good

money. Their old age is very good but youth is difficult. Some times
untimely death is also possible but their life span is generally 65-70
years.

It is better to use ‘CHANDRA YANTRA’ or ‘PEARL’ for

improvement.
13. The persons who put one line and a dot below
their signature.
Persons who draw one line and point below their signature
are honest pure or clean in heart and belong to the responsible category
of persons in society.

They perform their duty honestly. They are not

much ambitious but what they achieve what they want. They do not
care about ancestral wealth nor do they take up family business.
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They get more benefit if they work with co-operation or help from
others. The period between 22-27 yeas of age is very busy and hectic.
With little or no benefit at all. There is new change during their age 2831 years. Their decisions are always wise & fruitful. Such persons are
not fussy about food and fashion. They have a deep faith in God. They
are away from superstitions. Period between 32-50 years of age is very
good. During this period they get various benefits. Such persons earn
good name and success if they are scientists, philosophers, journalists,
or doctors. Such persons start independent work after one or two
changes. They do not like interference in their work. They do not get
much co-operation from siblings but they fulfill their expectations. They
acquire a house and a vehicle with their own efforts. Little help from
children and education and they face problems in them. Such persons
have to face some health problems related to stomach, eyes, heart,
bones or operation. Their life partner is poorly co-operative. They get
success in court cases. They earn good money from consumer goods,
commission and consultancy.

Travelling will be profitable. The period

between 50-57 years brings in auspicious occasions/celebrations in the
family and also brings in worries. The latter period of life is successful.
Young age is normal.

It is better if they stay away from father and

adopt a profession different from family business.
are satisfactory.

Sources of income

Such persons have to face tension due to standing

guarantee or surety for others while helping them. They have to avoid
drugs and rash driving. Such persons meet sudden death though after
fulfilling all their obligations towards their family and society. Such
persons are advised to use ‘YELLOW SAPHIRE’ (PUKHRAJ) OR ‘GURU
YANTRA’ for improvement in their life.
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There are no much problems or ups and downs in their life. Life span is
about 70-75 years.
14. The person who puts two dots below his
Signature.
The persons who put two dots below their signature are
highly intelligent, happy-go-lucky, good natured, highly ambitious,
people who rub shoulders with who’s who of the society.

They are

highly influential and equally lucky too. They may not be born rich but
they make huge progress with their relentless efforts to achieve
influential position and riches. They either become big industrialists or
achieve higher position in their fields of work. The period between 24 to
32 years of age brings in gradual success. Period

between 35 to 36

years of age is full of ups and downs. Period between 37 to 45 years of
age is very good. Their fortunes improve with age and they flourish as
they grow up. If they go away from their birth place, they are more
successful.

They do not have much interest in ancestral money,

property. They are connected to the fields of art, fashion, leadership,
literature etc. and achieve highest post or position. Period between 4750 years of age again brings in some ups and downs, while period
between 51 to 65 years is very good.

Such persons have the

determination and guts to come out of the most difficult situations, un
harmed. They fulfill their ambitions. They get good co-operation from
siblings and they get along well with their family.

They are able to

afford own house, car and other luxuries with their own efforts. They
have to face one problem each in children and education. They live a
prosperous life with good food, clothes etc. They have to face health
problems related to bones, stomach, liver, respiration and may have to
suffer due to some unfortunate incident.
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They have normal family life.

They generally marry the person they

are in love with. They develop one or two extra-marital friendships with
persons of other castes, in addition to family and thus create disputes
and controversies for themselves. They are nature lovers.

They are

fond of Traveling and they do get ample chances of foreign travel. They
earn lots of money and also spend more. They lead better lives than
their siblings. They have to face one incident bringing bad name to the
family.

During young age they get good success on their on efforts.

Old age is peaceful. No fear from illness.

Life span is 65 years and

above. They belong to the elite class of society. They know the art of
impressing people with their speech.

They get attracted by opposite

sex. Except family tension, life is very good. It is better to use ‘SHUKRA
YANTRA OR A DIAMOND’ for improvement.
15.

Person who draws one line from the last letter of the

signature and puts one or two dots, or draws a doodle out of it.
The persons who draw a line from last letter of their
signature or from middle or draw a line of any shape thereby forming
some art or a doodle and put one or two dots below, are highly artistic,
sportsmen, journalists, Research Scholars connected to literature and
belong to the class of ‘Geniuses’ in society. They are remembered for
their work. Such persons are introverts and do not divulge their plans
till completed. They achieve success beyond their expectations due to
their luck. Period between 28 to 32 years of age is good and successful.
Period between 22 to 27 years of age is busy with hectic schedules.
They enjoy all means of material pleasures.
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At the age of 33 years, they may have to face some problem. The
period between 33-50 years of age is good, barring one or two
allegations or defamation.

They have to suffer punishment from

Government. Period between 50-65 years of age is again good. Many
opportunities to travel to foreign lands are there. They are lucky with
favors from persons of opposite sex. There is possibility of break-up in
family life. Even then people are attracted towards such persons.

Such

persons earn quite a lot of money, much more than their parents. Due
to being self-centered, they do not expect co-operation from their
siblings. They enjoy Palatial Houses, lavish cars and other luxuries of
life.

They get little benefit from children and education.

particular taste for food and clothes.

They have

They have to face problems

related to discrete illnesses, heart, upper side of chest, bones,
operations and they may have to suffer due to some un-fortunate
incidents. Family life is a bit bitter. They may lose prestige due to loss
of a Court case. Some times such persons get a very bad name in
society due to some misdeed. Many chances of foreign tours are
indicated for them. They live better life than their father. They earn
money by hook or by crook and may adopt illegal ways. There are ups
and downs in life. Such persons suddenly go down even after achieving
highest post.

Young age is good while old age is trouble-some. They

usually die a sudden death due to some calamity. It is better to use
‘EMERALD’ (PANNA) OR BUDH YANTRA for improvement.
16. The persons who start their signature with small
letters.
Those who start their signature with small letters are
punctual, disciplined and Law-abiding citizens. They work hard leading
principled lives and achieve their aim gradually. They attain a high
position in the fields of politics, Science & Research, Journalism & Secret
Services etc.
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They do not disclose their plans to others till they complete them. Such
persons are eloquent speakers. They know the art of impressing people
with their gift of the gab. Due to this quality, they are popular in
society.

Some of them may possess saintly qualities. Their fortunes

begin to favor them between age 20-26 years. They progress gradually.
As they grow, they attain good position, respect and popularity. Such
persons like to stay away from their house and family. Their family life
lacks happiness. They are sentimental.

Such persons are popular in

society due to their welfare work for society but have to repent in old
age due to family tension. Period between 27 to 28 years of age shows
some ups and downs. Period between 29 to 44 years of age brings in
some failures. Their family life is likely to break once or twice. It is also
seen that there is big difference in their age and that of their life
partner. Such persons are not attracted to family wealth. They attain
all the riches but hardly enjoy them. Such persons serve the society
with their creativity in the field of Education, Literature and Art etc.
They are not fussy about their food and clothes. They are not happy in
family life. They have to face problems related to joint pain, respiration,
liver

operation,

court

cases

and

punishment from the Government.

litigations

etc.

and

may

face

In their quest for the highest

position in life, they have to face some ups and downs.

Life after 50

years of age is quite good. Such persons achieve highest position, good
name in society and benefits from the Government and they give away
their wealth and riches to others. They become trusty or chief of some
Institute or a country and leave a good impression even on their critics
and win them over. Life span is 70 years and above. It is better to use
‘SURYA YANTRA’ and/or ‘RUBY’ for improvement.
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17. The person who makes signature in Regional
Language.
The person who signs in regional language is of
religious nature, well versed in religion, broad minded, happy, not
expecting ancestral wealth, romantic, friendly and popular in his circle.
Such persons work as per norms of society and at times they become
dissident towards religion. Life of such persons is often punctuated with
many sudden incidents. They improve between 24 to 30 years of age
and achieve success. They love their siblings and help others too. Due
to helping nature they are often deceived.
emotional.

Such persons are very

They can sacrifice everything under emotional influence.

There afford all the luxuries of life and are rich enough to have spacious
and beautiful dwellings, modern means of transport and other riches.
They may also get such luxuries as Gifts. They maintain cordial relations
with people from all classes in society. Due to their positive attitude,
they are able to exploit their mental faculties to the maximum to
achieve un-paralleled success. Some kind of mental stress and worries
due to certain family circumstances prevail in their life. Such persons
get ample materialistic pleasures. They are always alert about their
work.

Period between 31 to 33 years of age is very busy. Period

between 34 to 40 years of age is good. They have simple tastes for food
and fashion. Such persons have to suffer due to problems from secret
enemies, bones, operation and stomach ailments.

Such person does

not like Hypocrisy. He rises in life due to his own efforts. He gradually
achieves higher post in society.

He leads better life than his father.

Some problems occur from joint ventures and court cases.
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He attains popularity by doing something novel for the society.

There

are chances of frequent foreign tours. His charisma is so magnetic that
people surround him wherever he goes. Such person earns money and
saves too. He derives huge benefits from Government.

He has to face

some problem at his age 41 years. Period between 42-55 years of age
is good. His childhood is laden with sickness, young age is good and old
age is happy. Life span is 70 years and above. They can be immensely
benefitted if they use Red Ink to write or sign. Fortunes smile at them in
a big way. Use of blue ink may reduce the benefits. It is better to use
DIAMOND OR SHUKRA YANTRA. Life will be happy.

18. The persons who sign in many ways.

In this chapter you can find the prediction or future of the
person whose signature does not fall in any of the above mentioned
categories or who sign their signature in many different manner.

The persons, who sign in many different ways, are social
and responsible citizens who are generally loyal towards their duties.
They hardly disclose their plans to others.
gradually.

They achieve success

They get little benefit out of ancestral wealth or business.

Such persons are persistent and stubborn and due to this nature, then
adopt illegal ways and means to achieve right things and thus face
tough situations in society. Working for others is not their cup of tea as
they are head strong. They make progress gradually.
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They have multiple sources of income.

They get little benefit from

siblings. They get full success at age 22-28 years. The period between
29-30 years is with ups and downs.

They go ahead with their own

efforts and they purchase car, house, etc. The period between 31-38
years of age bring auspicious occasions and success. Their children are
co-operative with them, but should not expect much from children and
education. They have to face health problems relating to heart,
stomach, liver, respiration, skin, thyroid etc.
life.

Their luck changes after marriage.

They have normal family
Life partner is helpful in

enhancing their income. Problems have to be faced due to court cases
and joint ventures. Not much profit from travel. The period between
39-40 years of age is with some incidents and period between 41-58
years of age is profitable. Benefit form father is less. Some benefits do
accrue from government gradually. They get very good position in life.
Life during old age is better than youth. Period between 59-66 years of
age is normal. If they work near birth place, it is profitable. They get
higher benefits from working for others only if they control their temper
and change their attitude.

Life span is about 70 years.

Use of a

‘GOMED’ or ‘RAHU YANTRA’ can help them in getting rid of the
difficulties.

*******************
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CHAPTER- 5

WHAT WILL BE YOUR BUSINESS ?
Now you can enjoy the fruits of two and a half decade long
research conducted by Dr. RAJ DEEPAK MISHRA on the handwriting and
signatures of lakhs of people from all over the globe.

Its astonishing

results will be of great help in choosing your most apt career and
working to succeeding in it.

You will get the key to a remarkable

success, just by studying the signature of those who are in high
positions in their fields and by imitating their signatures. You can also
achieve same levels of success through your efforts. You will also come
to

know

whether

your

current

business/profession

matches

you

signature/handwriting or not. In normal course, you would have
struggled to find the right profession and succeed in it but now you can
just pick up the right one and work at it and be happy with the success.
In this chapter we are giving very important information on this subject,
which will be immensely helpful to you.
The research work conducted by Dr. RAJDEEPAK MISHRA
shows that handwriting and signature can help in choosing your
career/profession.
Given below are certain samples of handwriting and signatures
classified into several groups connecting them to particular professions.
In case your signature or handwriting matches with the sample given in
a particular group and you are already in a profession given in that
group, you will never fail. Reverse is true if it is vice versa.
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If it does not match, you need not worry. You just have to get ready
and get going. You only have to make the required changes (if you wish
to remain in the same profession) as given in that group. Alternatively
you may choose the profession of your liking and try to imitate
signatures/handwriting given in the group to which the profession of
your choice belongs.

So start immediately and arrange necessary

change in signature and handwriting and be successful in life and be
happy. In case you are unable to change your signature or handwriting,
you will have to change your business or work which matches with your
writing and be happy.
Here are some groups of different modes of hand writing:(A) Know your business by writing
Senior Government officers, Navy, Police, C.I.D, persons working
for country and foreign country, person connected to Telecommunication.
(1)

(13)

(18)

(20)
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Politicians, Artists, social workers, Independent businessmen,
connected to many people or institution.

(3)

(10)

(17)

(21)
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Literature field, Sports, Religion, Education, Lawyer, press and
connected to some new work, Astrology, Astronomy, Mysticism.

(5)

(15)

(14)

(20)
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Industrialist, Banking, high level business, Economist,
commission on share, commission agent, working for country,
foreign country and others.
(2)

(4)

(11)

(19)
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Technical work, consultancy, High post, Engineer, Doctor,
concerned with productive work, Airline caption.

(5)

(6)

(8)

(3)
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Legal work, affected by punishment from Government, Daily
work, Liking for food, drinks, Fashion, means of materialistic
pleasure, clothes and cosmetics.

(7)

(9)

(10)

(19)
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Routine work, service, giving service for others, Gambling,
Lottery, drugs, Gambler, Agriculture and houses.

(12)

(14)

(16)

(21)
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(B) Know your business by signature.
Senior Government officer, Navy, Police, C.I.D., working for
country, Foreign country, Tele-communication media.

(2)

(6)

(11)
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Politician, Artist, Social worker, Independent businessmen,
many people or institution.
(4)

(7)

(14)
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Literature field, sports, Religion, Education, Lawyer, Press and
some new work, Astrology, Astronomy Mysticism.

(1)

(10)

(13)
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Industrialist, Banking, High level business, Economist, Share
commission, commission Agent, Working for country.
(5)

(12)

(17)
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Technical work, Consultancy, Higher post, Engineer, Doctor,
concerned with productive work, Aero plane captain.
(3)

(8)

(14)
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Legal work, Affected by punishment form Government. Daily
work, Eating drinks, Fashion, pleasure form materialist means,
clothes, cosmetics.

(9)

(15)

(11)
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General work, Service, serving for others, Gambling, Lottery,
Drugs, Agriculture, Housing.

(13)

(15)

(18)
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CHAPTER- 6

WHO WILL BE LUCKY FOR YOU.

In this chapter we are giving you very important information
which will help you to know whether your signature matches with that
of your friend, partner or relative and whether it will help you in keeping
friendship and profit in business and thus reduce your chances of failure
& difficulties. Like in medical science, the life of an accident victim can
be saved by giving him the blood of a person whose blood group
matches with that of the victim. Similarly signature/handwriting of a
particular person proves to be conducive and helpful to a person with
similar signature/handwriting.

Round signature
The person whose signature is round shaped or first letter
of signature is big and round in shape, is like the person having ‘O’
blood group, which is generally known as universal donor and can
match with all. Such persons are honest, gentleman and do not deceive
anybody. The two persons whose signature or first letter of handwriting
is big and round, are good friends or good partners if they are in
business.

They are always alert in their business but fall pray to

situations.

Here in after, 18 different modes of signature are given.
One chart has been prepared and you can find out which type of person
is beneficial, very good and good or trouble shooter for you just by
looking for your type of mode of signature.
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For example:- If your signature tallies with the signature of person
given at S.NO.1 then the person whose signature appears at Sr.nos. 8,
1, 3 or 13, is very good for you (80% and above). You can marry them
or keep friendship or partnership in business or keep him/her on some
important post in your business. So also persons with signatures at
Sr.Nos.2,10,14,18 will be beneficial to a normal degree(good) i.e. upto
(70%-80%) and persons with signatures at Sr.nos. 5,9,11,15 will be
beneficial to a lesser degree i.e. upto (60%), whereas persons with
signatures at S.No.7,12,16,17 will be troubleshooters for you.
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CHART FOR COMPARING SIGNATURE.
Your
signature

80% very
good

70%-80%
Good

60%
Normal

Affected

1

8-1-3-13-4

2-10-14-18

5-9-11-15

7-12-6-16-17

2

2-1-14-7-16

6-9-15-18

5-11-13-17

4-8-3-10-12

3

5-9-3-11-16

6-10-15-17

4-12-14-17

2-8-13-18

4

4-7-12-16

1-8-9-10-15

3-14-5-11-2

6-17-13-18

5

3-5-9-17-18

6-2-7-13-16

1-8-11-12

4-10-12-14

6

6-10-13-16

1-4-7-11-17

2-5-12-15

3-8-9-18-14

7

7-10-15-17

2-4-3-9-16

8-11-12-14-18

1-3-6-13-5

8

3-8-11-15-18

7-10-13-16-17

1-4-9-14

2-5-6-12

9

2-4-11-18

1-5-14-15-17

3-7-9-12-13

8-10-6-16

10

1-10-14-17

5-11-15-18

2-4-7-9-12

3-6-8-13-16

11

2-5-10-15

1-7-11-17-18

4-8-9-13-16

3-6-12-14

12

3-8-14-16-17

2-7-12-18

1-6-10-15

4-5-9-11-13

13

2-4-8-15-18

1-5-9-12-17

6-7-13-16

3-10-11-14

14

1-10-14-18

2-5-8-13-17

3-6-12-16

4-7-9-11-15

15

1-8-15-16-18

4-9-12-17

3-6-10-11-13

2-5-7-14

16

2-8-14-16

1-6-12-13-15

5-9-11-17

3-4-7-10-18

17

5-10-13-16-17

9-12-15-18

1-3-6-14-18

2-4-7-8-11

18

2-6-10-18

1-4-13-15

3-9-11-16-17

5-7-8-12-14
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(1)

Person whose signature’s first letter is large in size

…94

2)

Person who writes full name as signature and does
not lift the pen

…95

(3)

Person who leaves spaces between the
initials/words in his Signature

…96

(4)

Person who signs in an artistic manner

…97

(5)

Person who just writes the first letter

and thereafter draws a line or has
broken/fragmented signatures.

…98

(6) Person who has tiny letters in his signatures

and signs as if playing with the letters

…99

(7) Person who signs with sharp pointed letters

Over-lapping each other and a sharp branch
comes out at the end.
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(8) Person who signs using large sized letters

or the size of all the letters in the signature
is large.

…101

(9) The persons who draw one simple line after
signature.

…102

(10) The person who joins a line to the last letter of his
signature.
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(11) The persons whose signature have

downward slant.

…104

(12)

Person who puts two or three lines below his
Signature.
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(13) The persons who put one line and a dot
below his signature.
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(14) The person who puts two dots below his
signature.

…107

(15)

Person who draws one line from the

last letter of the signature and puts one or
two dots, or draws a doodle out of it.

…108

(16)

Person who begins his signature with small letters

…109

(17) The person who signs in Regional language.

…110

(18) The persons who sign in many different ways.
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Books are available at all prominent book sellers in
country or below mentioned address :-

Dr. Rajdeepak Mishra
6, Dhara Marg, Faizabad (U.P) 224001, India
Phone No. (05278) 60650

Mobile: +91 94150 76617

Dr. Rajdeepak Mishra
III floor, flat No. 8, Gurukripa Building
Near Gurudwara, Santacruz (W)
(Gajdhar Bandh), Mumbai-54 (INDIA)
Ph: +91 22 6605831 T.Fax: + 91 226606931.
(M) +91 98201 10040.
E-mail-rajdeepakmishra@hotmail.com
www.signature2destiny.com, www.only200.net

11/7, Dr. Rangeya Raghav Marg, Agra-2
Phone No. 355179,355187
E-mail:raj4destiny@yahoo.co.in
Website:www.bhagwatinos4destiny.com
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Handwriting And Your Future.

NAME ……………………………………………………………………………………….
DATE OF BIRTH ………………………………………………………………………………………………….

SPECIMEN SIGNATURE ………………………………………………………………...

ADDRESS……………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………...
QUESTION 1 ……………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………..
QUESTION 2……………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………..
On receipt of this form duly filled in, answers to your
questions will be mailed to you at the earliest possible.

Publisher Philosophical and other Literature to increase knowledge
11/7, Dr. Rangeya Raghav marg, Agra-2. Phone : 355179, 355187.
E-mail:raj4destiny@yahoo.co.in Website:www.bhagwatinos-4destiny.com
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Signatures Speak.

Dr. RAJDEEPAK MISHRA was born on 6.6.1968 in GONDA in
Uttar Pradesh to SHRI OM PRAKASH MISHRA & SHRIMATRI KISHORI
MISHRA.
Dr. MISHRA who has created a world record by writing the
chant of ‘SITARAM’, one crore times, is well acclaimed in his field. He
has followed astrology with such passion that his name spread across
the globe. This book is written in a lucid language and a simple style
which will definitely attract the younger generation.
This book is
attractive, full of intricate information and will prove to be a guide. He
is one of the rarest and the only astrologer who has presented facts
about handwriting and signatures based on scientific and methodical
research.

This achievement of Dr. MISHRA is a matter of pride for every
Indian.
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